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Many years ago before the coming of the European to Turtle Island, as the Iroquois call North America, the Aboriginal nations of the eastern woodlands were in constant warfare. Nation against nation and village against village were engaged in endless blood feuds. The people knew not peace.

A Peacemaker from another land, the land of the Hurons, arrived in the territory of the feuding nations to bring his message of peace, righteousness and power. His name, Deganawida.

Deganawida explained to the people that if they are to find peace they must follow the laws of nature because all of life is derived from these laws. He said they must respect each other, other nations and all creation in order to bring about peace and harmony among themselves and throughout the world.

Five Iroquois nations – Mohawk, Oneida, Cayuga, Seneca and Onondaga – heard the words of Deganawida and accepted the Gayanerekowa, the Great Law of Peace. As a result they formed the Five Nations Confederacy. They buried their weapons of war so as not to fight amongst each other again, vowing to uncover them only for defence against invaders. Peace had reigned between these nations for centuries by the time the Europeans came to Turtle Island.

When the Europeans came to the eastern woodlands they met the representatives of the Confederacy and learned how to institute a republic based on some of the principles of the Gayanerekowa. In recent years, people concerned with living in a true democracy have expressed an interest in the Gayanerekowa and its guidelines as a way of life.

In response to this interest, we have produced these four videos and companion book, featuring the 117 wampums (articles) of the Gayanerekowa, read in Mohawk and English, followed by commentaries in both languages.

You may follow the reading in Mohawk and English using the companion book which also contains an explanation of the law.

This work is dedicated to all people wishing to spread the word of peace, righteousness and power using the Gayanerekowa.
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SAHONNITIOKONNI NE WISK NIHONONWENTSAKEH

KAYONI #1

DEGANAWIDA TAHNON NE WISK NIHONONWENTSAKEH ROTIYANER
WAHATIKWIRAYENTO NE SKENNENKOWA

Ihih ne Deganawida, watiakwayena Rotiyaner ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh wahákwakwirayento ne Skennenkowa. Wahkwrayento sonwentsake Atotarho, Tanon ne Onondagehaga Kanakerasera: tsinwentsake ne Sehwatsenhanonneh. Ne wakehnatonkwe kiken yokwirote Tsoneratasekowa, Yokwiratshani Ohnentakenra.

To waahkwayen tsiyokwiroteh kiken Skennenkowa, yohnetska, karaken yetskaronkwa tsinon nensowahtien Atotarho tahnon ne sarasetsen Rotiyanerson.


---

KAYONI #2

YOTEHRARAKEN NE YOKWIROTEH SKENNENKOWA


Ohkwirakenyateh ne Skennenkowa, thô yasakwatotharen Ahkweks ne rakhwenies ihhon yahatkahtos. Tohka tehnen enhatkato tahwe ne yohthron, ohksak ensakoroni ne Rotinonsonni.
THE ORGANIZATION OF THE CONFEDERACY

WAMPUM #1

DEGANAWIDA AND THE CHIEFS PLANT THE TREE OF PEACE

I am Deganawida. With the statesmen of the League of Five Nations, I plant the Tree of Great Peace. I plant it in your territory. Atotarho and the Onondaga Nation: in the territory of you who are the Firekeepers. I name the tree Tsioneratasekowa, the Great White Pine.

Under the shade of this Tree of Great Peace, we spread the soft, white feathery down of the Globe Thistle as seats for you, Atotarho and your cousin statesmen.

We place you upon those seats, spread soft with the feathery down of the Globe Thistle, there beneath the shade of the spreading branches of the Tree of Great Peace. There shall you sit and watch the Fire of the League of Five Nations. All the affairs of the League shall be transacted at this place before you, Atotarho and your cousin statesmen, by the statesmen of the League of Five Nations.

Note: The term Five Nations makes it evident that all the laws were made before 1714 at which time the Tuscarora Nation was admitted into the Confederacy, but without an equal voice, contrary to the Plan of Deganawida. Apparently, the first Grand Councils of the Iroquois Confederacy were held under the evergreen white pine, the largest tree in Eastern North America, more than 250 feet high. All cut down 200 years ago by the white men who afterwards never let the great tree grow to full size again in their haste and eagerness to exploit it.

_________________________________________

WAMPUM #2

THE GREAT WHITE ROOTS OF THE TREE OF PEACE

Roots have spread out from the Tree of Great Peace: one to the north, one to the east, one to the south and one to the west. These are the Great White Roots and their nature is Peace and Strength.

If any man or any nation outside of the Five Nations shall obey the laws of the Great Peace (Gayanerekowa) and shall make this known to the statesmen of the League, they may trace back the roots to the Tree. If their minds are clean and if they are obedient and promise to obey the wishes of the Council of the League, they shall be welcomed to take shelter beneath the Tree of the Long Leaves.

We place at the top of the Tree of Great Peace an eagle who is able to see afar. If he sees in the distance any danger threatening, he will at once warn the people of the League.

Note: The translator from the Indian to English got his tree mixed up. Tioneratasekowa does not mean a Tree of Long Leaves, but a Great Tree with ever fresh leaves meaning evergreen or the Great White Pine. The Tree of Long Leaves could not be the White Pine. Unless they had domesticated the eagles, it is an allegory meaning that the people must be very watchful.
KAYONI #3

ATOTARHO TAHNON NE ONONDAGEHAGA ROTIYANER ENHONTSEN HANONNA NE KATSENHOWNAN

Ii tahnون ne Ratinousonn Rotiyaner wahkwarihonten ihseh Atotarho tahnون ne Onondagehaga Rotiyaner ensowatsenhanonna tahnون ensowatennikornaren ne Wisk Nihononwantsake tsi ronahtekha.


Nennen enhatiyatayehrihne ne Rotiyanerson, tohneh enwahtekah tonon ne Katsenhowanen, nektisi yahk ne wahtsiarhononkwas ohyentek tahonston tahnون Atotarho enhawennchetsteh ne ohenton kahriwatehkwenn. Tohne onen ne Atotarho tahnون ne ronrahsehokon Rontsenhanonneh enhatirihowananath nahoten kahriwahereh.

Tsi yoheyenkwarotek ne Katsenhowanen enkarahten tanon yahtenkaronyawesteh, ne kahti enhottrorithatinakeraseratehnion, tohka tehwatenrosen, tsi onen aheh katsenhowanen yotariwahtention.

KAYONI #4

RONTSENHANONNE ENHATIKWENIENSTE TSI RATITSENHAYENTAKWA

Ihseh Atotarho tahnون ne ahsenyawenreh saraseten ensowakwehniestakeh tsi non nikatsenhainen, tohsa tehyotson, tohsa wahkenrayentahn. Ken wattien Tsiowatstakawah Onerahontsa akkonhonwatha ahyeeshwawatomiaten.

Kahnakareh ken wathien ne ahysenewatsteh ehren ahyehtsiyatenhawiteh ne ohtsinonwahsonha ne kontehseres tsihon niyotekha Katsenhowanen. Tohka ya tayehsewakwehni ehren ahyehtsiyatenhawiteh yontsiwanontons ne tehsehwayehnawakon Rotiyanerson ahyehtsiyehnawaseh.
WAMPUM #3

ATOTARHO AND THE ONONDAGA CHIEFS
CARETAKERS OF THE COUNCIL FIRE

To you, Atotarho, and the Onondaga statesmen, I and the other statesmen of the League have entrusted the caretaking and watching of the Five Nations Council Fire. When there is any business to be transacted and the Council is not in session, a messenger shall be sent to either Atotarho, Honowirehton or Skanawati, firekeepers or their War Chief, with a full statement of the business to be considered. Then Atotarho shall call his cousin chiefs together and consider whether the business is of sufficient importance to call the attention of the Council of the League. If so, Atotarho shall send messengers to summon all the chiefs of the League and to assemble beneath the Tree of Great Peace. When the statesmen are assembled, the Council fire shall be kindled but not with chestnut wood and Atotarho shall formally open the Council. Then shall Atotarho and his cousin statesmen, the Firekeepers, announce the subject for discussion. The smoke of the Council Fire of the League shall ever ascend and pierce the sky so that the other nations who may be allies may see the council fire of the Great Peace.

Note: Chestnut wood throws out angry sparks. The inference here is not to inspire angry moods. Seeing "The smoke of the Council Fire ascend the sky" is to induce friendly neighbors to drop in and sit a spell.

WAMPUM #4

THE FIREKEEPERS TO KEEP THE COUNCIL FIRE CLEAN

You, Atotarho, and your thirteen cousin statesmen shall faithfully keep the space about the Council Fire clean and you shall allow neither dust, nor dirt to accumulate. I lay a long seagull wing (Tiowatatekowa Onerahontsa) before you as a broom.

As a weapon against a crawling creature, I lay a stick with you so that you may thrust it away from the Council Fire. If you fail to cast it out, then call the rest of the united statesmen to your aid.

Note: Keeping the space around the council fire clean may also mean that a well conducted council is being recommended and the crawling creature may be a disrespectful person or persons seeking to disrupt the council.
KAYONI #5

AHSEN NAHTENHATSENHOTEN NE GANIENKEHAGA

Ahsen nahtenhatisenhoten ne Ganienkehaga Kanakerasera: Tiotierentakwen ne Tehanakarine, Ostawenserentah tahnnon Soskoharowane. Tekenihaton ne Tekarihoken, Ayonwatha tanon Satekariwate. Ahsenhaton ne Sarenhowaneh, Teyonhekwen tahnnon Orenrekowa.

Ne tohnatierenton nekohkne enhontahonsatateh ne tenhatisenhoten ne tehkehihaton tahnnon ne ahsenhaton tahnnon tohka tenhontehehriwenrieh, tohkani yatekayeri tsinitsi onteriwaentni, ensakotironkaten kahti ki tehkentarakah, tahnnon nennen entkayerihne tsinitsi enhonhohtehstex ne tehkentarakah, tohnhe onen entehsakoteriniwaniratseh ne tohnatierenton, tohne onen entehsakotiyon ne Tsonontowanehaga ne nonwa ensatikehenion. Nennen Tsonontowanehaga Rotiyanerson yatenhotiriwiryentsath ne Ganienkehaga Rotiyaner, tohne onen yatenhatisenhiyaketh tsi nokwati ne Kweyohonkehaga tahnnon ne Onenyotchega tahtitskoton ne nonwa ensatikahenyon.

KAYONI #6

DEGANAWIDA WASAKORIHONTEN NE GANIENKEHAGA ROTIYANER NE ENSAKOTIKOWANE NE WISK NIHONWENTSAKEH

Iih ne Deganawida, wahkerihonten ne Ganienkehaga Rotiyaner ne ahonontsi tahnnon ne rathenteh ne Wisk Nihonwentsakeh. Ganienkehaga tehkentstorotakwen ne Skennenkhowa tahnnon kahti tehkayaks ne Gayanerekowa nahonhohtehstex ts1 Kahtsenhowane nahooen Ganienkehaga Rotiyaner rotiriwayen.

Yahten gayanererensera tahonton ne Katsenhowanan tohka yahakwekon tahonatatiafonton ne Ganienkehaga Rotiyaner.
MOHAWK COUNCIL
Fire Keepers
BEAR CLAN ROTIYANER

Final Decision

The council of the Mohawks shall be divided into three parties: The Bear Clan Chiefs, Tehanakarine, Ostawenserentha and Sokshahowane are the first. The Turtle Clan Chiefs Tekarihoken, Ayonwatha and Satekariwate are the second. The Wolf Clan Chiefs Sarenhowane, Teyonhekwen and Oremerekowa are the third. The first part is to listen only to the discussion of the second and third parties and if an error is made, or the proceedings irregular, they are to call attention to it and when the case is right and properly decided by the two parties, they shall confirm the decision of the two parties (and refer the case to the Seneca Chiefs if it's a Grand Council). The Well Keeper of the Turtle Clan, Chief Tekarihoken announces the subject to be discussed and passes the issue over the Council Fire to the Wolf Clan Chiefs for their decision. No one else but the Chiefs may speak when the Chief's Council is in session. The Wolf Clan Chiefs deliberate in low tones and when arrived at a decision, their Speaker stands up and passes their decision over the Fire to the Turtle Clan Chiefs. In turn the Turtle Clan Chiefs deliberate and come to a decision which in this instance is the same as that of the Wolf Clan Chiefs. The Turtle Clan Speaker announces the decision of the Turtle Clan Chiefs to the Wolf Clan Chiefs and passes on their joint decision to the Bear Clan Chiefs who shall then confirm the decision of the two parties and declare the issue passed and does the Well Keeper have other issues?

For 1st Decision

For 2nd Decision

Well Keeper
TURTLE CLAN
ROTIYANER

Decides First
WOLF CLAN
ROTIYANER

In the event that the Turtle Clan Chiefs disagree with the decision of the Wolf Clan Chiefs, the Fire Keepers (Bear Clan Chiefs) shall invoke the rule that the two sides must deliberate again and because of the new information revealed by the disagreement, the two sides are now likely to agree and in coming to an agreement the issue is confirmed and passed by the Fire Keepers, the Bear Clan Chiefs. Should the Turtle Clan Chiefs and Wolf Clan Chiefs come up with the same disagreement in their second deliberation, the Firekeepers shall then render a decision they see fit in case of a disagreement by the two bodies. (Wampum 10).

Should the Fire keepers, the Bear Clan Chiefs, disagree with the decisions of the Wolf Clan Chiefs and the Turtle Clan Chiefs whose decisions are the same, the same rule must again be applied and the Turtle Clan Chiefs must once again deliberate on the issue and the Wolf Clan Chiefs must do the same. If their decisions are the same as before, the Firekeepers, Bear Clan Chiefs have to go along with their decisions and are compelled to confirm their joint decision.

From the GAYANEREKOWA, GREAT LAW, WAMPUMS NOS. 5-11. The Iroquois people are urged to read the Great Law often so as to know the Law and to call attention to it whenever its being violated. One is a Mohawk by birth and an Iroquois by Law; that is, one who follows the Great Law.
WAMPUM #5

THE COUNCIL OF THE MOHAWKS DIVIDED INTO THREE PARTIES

The Council of the Mohawks shall be divided into three parts: Tehanakarine, Ostawenserentah and Soskoharowane are the first. Tekarihoken, Ayonwatha and Satekariwate are the second. Sarenkowane, Teyonhekwen and Orenrekowa are the third.

The first party is to listen only to the discussion of the second and third parties and if an error is made or the proceeding irregular, they are to call attention to it and when the case is right and properly decided by the two parties, they shall confirm the decision of the two parties and refer the case to the Seneca statesmen for their decision. When the Seneca statesmen have decided, in accord with the Mohawk statesmen, the case or question shall be referred to the Cayuga and Oneida statesmen on the opposite side of the house.

Note: The above is the procedure when the Grand Council of the Iroquois Confederacy is in session.

WAMPUM #6

DEGANAWIDA APPOINTS THE MOHAWK CHIEFS
LEADERS OF THE CONFEDERACY

I, Deganawida, appoint the Mohawk statesmen the head and the leaders of the Five Nations League. The Mohawk statesmen are the foundation of the Great Peace and it shall therefore be against the Great Binding Law to pass measures in the Council of the League after the Mohawk statesmen have protested against them.

No Council of the League shall be legal unless all of the statesmen of the Mohawks are present.

Note: The Mohawks were the first to accept the Great Law. They helped the Founder, Deganawida, to gather the other nations together. Missionaries admit they went all over America and spread propaganda among the Indians against the Iroquois Confederacy, especially against the Mohawks because they were the “most militant and great organizers.” The missionaries felt certain they checked the spread of the Great Law which “would have made it impossible for the white men to conquer America.”
KAYONI #7

ONONDACHEGA ROTIYANER ENHATINOTONKO NE KATSENHOWANEN

Katkeh enhontiatarroke ne Katsenhowanen, Onondagehaga Rotiyaner enhatinotonkonke tensakothinonweraton ne ronrashekon Rotiyanerson tahnon enskonatatiashe, tenhatinonweraton tsi yonwentsateh, tohnon ne rononkwe rohnataskwaronion, tsi kanientarehnion, tsi watnehhkoxwionkwa, ne onensteh tahnon kahihsonga, ohnonkwasonha tahnon tsi yokwirotone, tahnon ne yokwirowanens yehtinihahes, tahnon ne karyo onkwatenatsera ihken tahnon yonkiyawis ahtakwehnia, ne kawerowanens tahnon ne kennikaweheras, ratiwehrs, tsitewatsiha tiokehneka Orakwa, yehtisota ennitha ahsontonne ne Yorakhtoh, tahnon ne Sonkwaatiison rahonahserehokon, tahnon ohni ne rahonha Sonkwaatihsin, ne tehsonkawais nafoten tehwanahes, tahnon tohnon nihetehwehteha nafoten yonitiyiontohsa tahnon tsi tsionneh.

Tohne onen ne Onondagehaga Rotiyaner enhatirihowanateh tsi onen ontetnotonka ne Kahtsenhowanen.

Yahtahonsahatihtsenhayen nennen tayokaraweh.

_________________________________________________________

KAYONI #8

AKWEKON TSINIHATIH NE ONONDAGEHAGA ROTIYANER ONENKSTI ENHATIHTERONTAKEH

Nehne Rontsenhanonne ne enhathihnotonkwasehkeh tahnon ne ensatinotonsehkeh ne Katsenhowane, rohonha enhonnohetseh akhwekon nahoten yatehoteriwayentaseh ne tehotinemarehah tahnon ensakoteriwhansateh.

Akwekon tsinihathih ne Onondagehaga Rotiyaner (tohkani rahotinaktakeh tehahithas) onenkstsi enhatitierontakeh tsinikon enhatiftenhahen Katsenhowanen tahnon enhatihwayehehna tsinhanoten enhatiriwhanowneheh ne kahnhenrowan tohsa tehahiteriwhakehna sowahtierenkowa, onen kihinach akhwekon sahtenhatiriwhanowneheh.

Tohka Atotarho tohkani katiknikehan ronrahshekon Rotiyaner yahtehonatawanwehyatone ne Katsenhowanen, tihkwenniyo kahnikin ne Rontsenhanonkahn enhahotonke tahnon ensahnoton ne Katsenhowanen, ne tsiininihih ronatawiyatone ne Rontsenhanonkahn yatehonawis ne tehnen ahonnohetseh tsik tohka kennaayoriwaha.

_________________________________________________________

KAYONI #9

GANIENKEHAGA TAHNON TSONTOWANEHAGA ENTONTIERENTEH ENHONNOHETSTEH

Akhwekon tsinahoten ahotiriwayentahneh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh ne tehahiyatohoreh ne tehohitiysenboheh. Ganiyenkehaga tahnon Tsonontowanahaga entontierenteh enhonnohetsteheh, tohne ne Onenyothehaga tahnon Kweyonkonhaga kennensatiyereh tahnon enhonnohetsteheh. Tohne ne non tonienhenwehe ne orihwa tsiokoawati ne Onondagehaga Rontsenhanonkahn, ne ennakanka ensonnohetseheh.

Enkneeasaka tsi enwateriwatentien tohka yatekariwayentakwen enhariwinionteh tohkan Ahsarekowa.

OHONTSA FILMS 8
WAMPUM #7

ONONDAGA CHIEFS OPEN THE COUNCIL FIRE OF THE IROQUOIS

Whenever the statesmen of the League shall assemble for the purpose of holding a council, the Onondaga Rotiyaner shall open it by expressing their gratitude to their cousin statesmen and greeting them and they shall make and address and offer thanks to the Earth where men dwell, to the streams of water, the pools and the lakes, to the maize and the fruits, to the medicinal herbs and trees, to the forest trees for their usefulness, and to the animals that serve as food and give their pelts for clothing, to the great winds and the lesser winds, to the thunderers; to the Sun, the mighty warrior, to the moon; to the messengers of the Creator who reveals his wishes and to the Great Creator who dwells in the heavens above who gives all the things useful to men, and who is the source and the ruler of health and life.

Then shall the Onondaga Rotiyaner declare the council open. The Council shall not sit after darkness has set in.

*Note:* The above opening thanksgiving ritual is done at every gathering of the people. The orator gives thanks to all that help human life. Giving thanks to the trees, water, winds, etc., does not mean that the people worship all these useful gifts, but thank the power that produces them. The word Rotiyaner means "he makes a good path for the people to follow." Rotiyaner is in the plural.

WAMPUM #8

EVERY ONONDAGA CHIEF MUST BE PRESENT

The Firekeepers shall formally open and close all councils of the statesmen of the League, they shall pass upon all matters deliberated upon by the two sides and render their decision.

Every Onondaga statesman (or his deputy) must be present at every Council of the League and must agree with the majority without unwarrantable dissent, so that a unanimous decision may be rendered.

If Atoatarho or any of his cousin statesmen are absent from a Council of the League, any other Firekeeper may open and close the Council, but the Firekeepers present may not give any decisions, unless the matter is of small importance.

*Note:* No chief may start any unnecessary arguments or unjustifiably delay the progress of the Council.

WAMPUM #9

ALL ISSUES PASSED FIRST BY THE MOHAWKS AND THE SENECAS

All the business of the Five Nations League Council shall be conducted by the two combined bodies of Confederate statesmen. First, the question shall be passed upon by the Mohawk and Seneca statesmen, then it shall be discussed and passed by the Oneida and Cayuga statesmen. Their decision shall then be referred to the Onondaga statesmen, the Firekeepers, for final judgment.

The same process shall be followed when a question is brought before the Council by an individual or a War Chief.
KAYONI #10

KWEYONKONGHAGA TAHNON NE ONEYOTEHAGA NE ENSATIKAENYON

Orihwakwen tsi tohenkayehren, nennen Ganienkehaga tahnne ne Tsionontowanehagas ahtenhatiriwanonwehang ne nahten wahahtikahenyon, ihsi nakatsenhati yatenhonwenrateh tsinokwathie ne Kweyonkonkha tahnne ne Oneyotehaga tatifkohto nehehentaihahenyon tahnne nennen enhohnehetsteh Ganienkehaga tentehsatotihyon. Tohneh onen ne Ganienkehaga Rotiyaner tohnokwathi nienshatihawehe ne nokwathie ne Rontsenhanonna Onondagehaga tsinitsi ronnehre tkayehri tohkanen yatehotiriwanonwehon ne tehkehni tekatsenhote, tohkanien enakotiriwahmiratsehe ne sihken sahtenhatiriwanonwehene. Tohne onen ne Rontsenhanonne Onondagehaga yensakotihri ne Ganienkehaga Rotiyaner ne enharihowanateh tsinitsi ontohetsteh ne Kahtsenhakon.

KAYONI #11

ONENK TSI ENSATIKAENYON TOKA YA TIATAHOTINIKONRAYENTANEH

Tohka sihken yatehotinikonrayentahan tohkanen wahontehnentsanhihrateh ne Rontsenhanonneh Rotiyaner, ohyanitsi wahothonhahote, ohnenke tekatsenhote sehkon ensatikahenyon. Tohka sehkon sahtenyawen tsi enhotinikonrayentahene, tohnitsi enakotirori ne Rontsenhanonneh Onondagehaga, onen kihnen yatehnen tiahahityherye onenktse enhariwiranonwehene tahnne ensakotiriwaniarateh ne tehotesenhotel.

KAYONI #12

ONONDAGEHAGA ROTIYANER ENNAKENKA TENTHATIVATORETEH

WAMPUM #10

THE CAYUGA AND ONEIDA CHIEFS ARE NEXT TO DECIDE

In all cases, the procedure must be as follows: when the Mohawk and Seneca statesmen have unanimously agreed upon a question, they shall report their decision to the Cayuga and Oneida statesmen, who shall deliberate upon the question and report a unanimous decision to the Mohawk statesmen. The Mohawk Rotiyaner will then report the standing of the case to the Firekeepers, who shall render a decision as they see fit in case of a disagreement by the two bodies or confirm the decisions of the two bodies, if they are identical. The Firekeepers shall then report their decision to the Mohawk statesmen who shall announce it to the open Council.

Note: This means that in case of a disagreement between the two parties, Mohawk–Seneca and Oneida–Cayuga, the Onondaga statesmen shall cast their "vote" on one or the other, making it a two thirds majority, making it necessary for the one third minority to go along with the decision of the majority and it becomes a unanimous decision.

WAMPUM #11

CASE MUST BE RECONSIDERED IF THERE IS A DISAGREEMENT

If, through any misunderstanding or obstinacy on the part of the Firekeepers, they reach a decision at variance with that of the two sides, the Two Sides shall reconsider the matter and if their decisions are jointly the same as before, they shall report to the Firekeepers, who are then compelled to confirm their joint decision.

WAMPUM #12

THE ONONDAGA FIREKEEPERS ARE THE LAST TO DECIDE

When a case comes before the Onondaga, the Firekeepers, for discussion and decision, Atotarho shall introduce the matter to his comrade statesmen, who shall then discuss it in their two bodies. Every Onondaga statesmen except Hononwireton shall deliberate and he shall listen only. When a unanimous decision shall have been reached by the two bodies of Firekeepers, Atotarho shall notify Hononwireton of the fact, then he shall confirm it. He shall refuse to confirm a decision if it is not unanimously agreed upon by both sides of the Firekeepers.

Note: In the Onondaga national council, the party for the final decision is comprised of only one individual, Hononwireton, who however has to follow the rule which is simply to confirm a unanimous decision or to refuse to confirm a decision which was not agreed upon by the two sides. He does not have to take part in the deliberation. It's already taken care of.
KAYONI #13

ROTIYANER EHHONTEWENNASTOTEH NENNEN ROTITSEN HAYEN

Yatahonton ne tikaweniiyo onka ne Royaner ahsakotahraseh ne kanenrakwekon Rotiyanerson nennen Katsenhowanen yoteriwartention. Nekok enwaton yensakotaraseh ne tehotiriwayehnawakon tsi rotitsenhayen tahnon enhatehwennastoteh.

KAYONI #14

ROTIYANER ENHONWAYATARAKO NE SAKOTATIS NE TOHNON NIWENNISERATEH

Nennen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh wahatsitsenhayen, enhonwayatarako ne Sakotatis ne tohnon niwenniserateh. Katioknikayen ne Rotiyanerson ne Ganienkehaga, Onondagehaga tokani Tionontowanehaga.

Tsi entsorenneh, ohya ensonwayatarako, nektsi enwaton ne enkneh sahayata ne tentenrehne, toka yahunka tahatiriwayakeh.

KAYONI #15

ROTIYANER KOHK ROTIWEENNAYEN NE KATSENHOWANEN

Yatahonton ahotiwenayentaheh ne tsi Katsenhowanen ne yatekariwayentakwen tohkani tihononwentsateh, tsik toka tioknahoten ensakoriwahmontonseh ne Sakotatis.

KAYONI #16

TOKA TIHKATEH OYA ENTSITÉWANASTAHEREN

Toka sihken katkehtioh onenks tienskatehniyon kih kayanehrensera, entehwatehyowentonkeh tsihenkakahenyohon tahnon toka sih tehyoton hontsohon toka onih senha yoyanereh ne aseh ahsarakontayenton, enkakahenyophonkeh tahnon toka enyohetston, ne entowanafonkwe, "tikateh sonteihwanastareh."
WAMPUM #13

CHIEFS TO DELIBERATE IN LOW TONES

No chief shall ask a question of the body of chiefs of the League when they are discussing a case, question or proposition. He may only deliberate in a low tone with the separate body of which he is a member.

Note: Such an action by a chief may result in disorder and delay the progress of the council.

WAMPUM #14

THE COUNCIL SHALL APPOINT A SPEAKER FOR THE DAY

When the Council of the Five Nations chiefs shall convene, they shall appoint a speaker for the day. He shall be a chief of either the Mohawk, Onondaga or Seneca nations.

The next day, the Council shall appoint another, but the first speaker may be reappointed if there is no objection, but a speaker's term shall not be regarded more than a day.

WAMPUM #15

ONLY CHIEFS HAVE A VOICE IN THE GRAND COUNCIL

No individual or foreign nation interested in a case, question, or proposition shall have any voice in the Council of the League except to answer a question put to him by the Speaker of the chiefs.

Note: This rule precludes hecklers and rowdy disruptions.

WAMPUM #16

IN CASE A NEW LAW IS MADE

If the conditions which shall arise at any future time call for an addition or change of this law, the case shall be carefully considered and if a new beam seems necessary or beneficial, the proposed change shall be decided upon and if adopted, shall be called, "Added to the Rafters."

Note: This points out the law-making privileges of the Rotiyaner.
TSINTHOTIRIHOTENS NE ROTIYANERSON

KAYONI #17
KAHNISTENserasonha enkontehweyenton ne Rotiyaner raotisennasonha ne onekorha ohrokwasasonha

Kastarokonnieanion onehkora satekhon niyoweryonkarakeh nihyensons entkonwanawihon ne kahnistenserasonha ne enkontehweyenton ne Rotiyaner rahotisennasonha. Nehne kotihaweh ne onekorha, ne yotiyanregnserayen ne ahyakotiyon ne Rotiyaner raotiisennasonha, tahnon tsi nenwe enwatatie enyotiyanerenseryentakehe tshikariwes enkotihawakeh ne onekorha ohrokwasasonha ohnonha ahonawen ne Rotiyaner kahsenasonha tsinenwe, onenktsi tohka nikayanehrenserake enkotiserex.

KAYONI #18
TOKA NE ROYANER YATAHATONTATEH AHATKENNISAHANA KWAHOKSAK OHYA ENSONWARIH HONTEN NE ROYANER

Tohka onka ne Royaner yateatehsirawasnie tohkani yatahatontateh yahreh nennen rotitsenhayen, ne Rotiyaner, ne kahti ne rohnentiakeh Rotiyanerson ne kanakerasera tsinon nihayatereh enhonwehehraseh ne Ahsarekowa ne ahsakoriwanontonseh ne rahonistenera kihken ennahken rehta Royaner ahonwarori ahatkennisahana tsi totisenhayen ne Rotiyaner. Toka yatahatontateh, kwahoksak ohya ensonwayatarako ne Royaner ensahton.

Yahonka ne Royaner ihson ne enska yenkayenteh henhonwariwanontonseh ne ahhatkennisahana nennen rotitsenhayen ne Rotiyaner.
RIGHTS, DUTIES, AND QUALIFICATIONS OF THE STATESMEN

WAMPUM #17

CLAN MOTHERS TO HOLD CHIEFTAINSHIP TITLES VIA WAMPUM STRINGS

A bunch of certain shell (wampum) strings, each two spans in length, shall be given to each of the female families in which the chieftainship titles are vested. The right of bestowing the titles shall be hereditary in the family of females legally possessing the bunch of shell strings and the strings shall be the token that the females of the family have the ownership to the chieftainship title for all time to come, subject to certain restrictions mentioned here.

Note: The families mentioned are political families called the "Clan." The women in possession of the Chieftainship title wampum strings are Clan Mothers. Like the Rotiyaner (Chiefs), the Clan Mother can be deposed if she does a serious wrong at which time another woman will be installed in her place as the Clan Mother.

WAMPUM #18

CHIEF DEPOSED IF HE REFUSES TO ATTEND A COUNCIL FIRE

If any chief of the League neglects or refuses to attend the Council of the League, the other Chiefs of the nation of which he is a member shall require their War Chief to request the female sponsors of the Chief so guilty of neglecting his duties to demand his attendance at the Council. If he refuses, the women holding the title shall immediately select another candidate for the title. No chief shall be asked more than once to attend the Council of the League.

Note: The Clan Mother deposes the errant chief. The War Chief delivers the order by reciting the words of deposition to the errant chief. The three Clan Mothers of the Clan of the deposed chief immediately choose another Royaner.
KAYONI #19

NE Tensonwanakararako ne Royaner, Ahsarekowa EnsaKotatias ne Kanistenserar

Tohka katkeh enweneneh tsi sayatah ne Rotiyaner yahtotehahnikonrayen ne ahkotsenonnia nonkwosehna tohkan wahawennonti ne Gayanerekowa, tohneh ne ronnokwe tohkan konkonke, tohkan skatneh, tohnenhonnheh tsi totitsenhayen ne Rotiyaner tahnon enhonwatetheh ne kihken Royaner tehohnioskenhen, Ahsarekowa tensakotehwennakwe. Toka yatahahatentaihenteh, sehhkon kahti ensonwatehnto. Tohka ne ahsenhaton nenhonwarori sehkon yatahahatensisateh, tohneh ki onen tonenhathiaweh tsi tatitsenhayentakwa ne Ahsarekowatson ne tensionwanakararako, ahotisennakon ne Kahnistenser. Ne enskotiyehna ne Raohsama. Nohnen tonsahonwanakararako ne Royaner, tohneh onen ne Kahnistenser ne enhonwatiromi ne Rotiyaner, Ahsarekowa ensakotatiaseh tahnon tohnitsi enhonmoheteste rahoitsenhakon ne Rotiyaner. Tohneh onen ne Kahnistenser ohyo ensonwayatataro ne Royaner tahnon ne Rotiyaner enhonwarihonten. Onen enwateriawatiaton ne Tenhonwanakararar.

Nennen ne Royaner tonsahonwanakararako, kennisit enhotarhaseh ne Ahsarekowa:

"Onen kahti nihsheh, ..., yatehnen karibhwa tehsonni tahnon kennokwati tahsawihtheh tsiwahonsoatehtheh ne Kahnistenserar. Tsonnen yatehsoyakeh. Skahehonyon tsi natehyoswahtheh ne Orokontsera tahnon tsinatehyoswahteheh ne Orakontsera ahoswatehtsera tonsakonakaratereh tahnon sakikonkwa ne Sahsenara. Ehhn sakhawihtheh ne skehnonton rahohonara, ne ratiyentehrestakawheh tsi nahoten saterihontakwe tanon ne sayatanerakwatsera. Onen kahti, tonsakonakararako tahnon tontakehnyo ne Konkonkwe ne ahonawen."

Ne nonwa ne Ahsarekowa ensakotati ne Rahonistenserar ne tehsonwanakararakwen tohnnon enhenron:

"Kahnistenserar, nen ki tonsahinakararako ne sohwawen Royaner, onen kahti tontahkwayon ne atehniententsera tahnon ne kahseenra, onen kahti, sahsowayehna."

Sehkon yensotahrhaseh ne tehsonwanakararakwen, enhenron ne Ahsarokarar:

"Tsi teskonnakarakaraken tahnon skonnahsion, yakati onen tehtsisayaner. Sonhatsiwa tsi niensesex. Yatahonsehseheh ne onkwahena, yatehyonkwateryenfareh ennsanikonrothe. Netse ne Sonkwayatisson, yatehchetonwetsohni ne yahtettkayeri, yakahl tahonstayaniakenteheh ne tsinonitsenireteh yasadattitaeheh. Yanenwenton tahrahonsastahne tsinon saterihontakwe."

Tohneh onen ne Ahsarekowa yensakotarhaseh ne Rotiyaner ne raohmakeraner se tsinikayen ne tehsonwanakararako, enhenron:

"Sehwaterientarar, Tahwakowanens, tsi sakrakeh ne kehnonton rahonakara tsi tehokenkeronteh ne, ..., ne atehniententsera tsinon nhohterihontakwe tahnon ne rahokowanatsera."
WAMPUM #19

AN ERRANT CHIEF DEPOSED BY CLAN MOTHER
THROUGH THE WAR CHIEF

If at any time it shall be apparent that a chief of the League has not in mind the welfare of the people or disobeys the rules of the Great Law, the men or women of the League, or both jointly, shall come to the Council and scold the erring chief through his War Chief. If the complaint of the people through the War Chief is not heeded on the first occasion, it shall be uttered again and then if no attention is given, a third complaint and a warning shall be given. If the chief is still disobedient, the matter shall go to the Council of War Chiefs. The War Chiefs shall then take away the title of the erring chief by order of the women in whom the title is vested. When the chief is deposed, the women shall notify the chiefs of the League through their War Chief and the Chiefs of the League shall sanction the act. The women will then select another of their sons as a candidate and the chiefs shall elect him. Then the chosen one shall be installed by the Installation Ceremony.

When a chief is deposed, his War Chief shall address him as follows:

"So you, ..., disregard and set at naught the warnings of your women relatives. You fling the warnings over your shoulder to cast them behind. Behold the brightness of the Sun, and in the brightness of the Sun's light, I depose you of your title and remove the emblem of your chieftainship title. I remove from your brow the deer's antlers which was the emblem of your position and token of your nobility. I now depose you and return the antlers to the women whose heritage they are."

The War Chief shall now address the women of the deposed Chief and say:

"Mothers as I have deposed your chief, I now return to you the emblem and the title of chieftainship; therefore, repossess them."

Again addressing the deposed chief, he shall say:

"As I have deposed and discharged you, so you are no longer chief. The rest of the people of the League shall not go with you, for we know not the kind of mind you possess. As the Creator has nothing to do with wrong, so he will not come to rescue you from the precipice of destruction in which you have cast yourself. You shall never be restored to the position you once occupied."

Then shall the War Chief address himself to the Chiefs of the nation to which the deposed chief belongs and say:

"Know you, my chiefs, that I have taken the deer's antlers from the brow of ..., the emblem of his position and token of his greatness."

The chiefs of the League shall have no other alternative than to sanction the discharge of the offending chief.
KAYONI #20

NE ROYANER ONKATIOK ENSAKAHONNIASEH (ENSAKOSEHTEH)

Tohka sihken ne Royaner onkatiok ensakahonniakseh (ensakosehteh), ne rohnentiakeh Rotiyanerson ne rahnakerasera tohynhontiatarorokeh tsonin tkahyen ne chyehronta. Toka yatahonton toh ahontiatarorokeh tsihn tohntonayawen, nehki nonen ohya ensatitsenhayen ne rahnatinakersera tohneh enhonwariwanontoseh ne Ahsarekowa tahonshahonakararako ne kihken Royaner tonyoriwatsani watanioskenneh, "wasakoyatata ne Rohonistensera akhowatsireh tahnon akorasetsera nohkwati niahahheh ne Royaner Kaysenn.

Ahsarekowa enhotati ne Royaner tehionioskenhen sakosehton tahnon enheron:


Tohneh onen ne Ahsarekowa entehsakoyon ne Kaysenn ne Kontatehkenhen ahotiwatsireh tahnon enheron:

"Takwanistenserahokon, ..., sehwhadtahontsi ysti nihahwen sahneden wahkeriwyentatieh. Onen ihsheh takwayon ne oriwakayon Royaner Kaysenn. Yoriwatsani tsi naohyatawen tsihnikariwes rahaweh ne satshetwawontaheh. Onen kati, ihsheh Onkwanistensera enkwahsessheh toitkon ahyeeschehwanonnikonren tahnon entsiseshwarishkehne Royaner ahoiriwakwarisjonhakeh tahnon ahsakoretsaronehakeh ne rahnkwetsasonwa toitkon kahnronkwarserakheh tahnon skennen tsi ahonnonekeh, tohsa tohnayonsehayawen kihken nihyoriwatsani."

KAYONI #21

TOHKARA NIYORIWAKEH ENYOYATONTAKO NE ROYANER

Tohkara nihyoriwakheh tsihnyhoyatawensekeh ne Royaner enhoyatontako ne Rotiyaner tsihritoitenhayen. Yatehsowan tohka tehoteksatonhteh, tohmonokteh, yatehaken, tehahonwakwakwek, yahtehatathi tahnon yatahonshahakwenih. Ne Royaner toniyohoyatawen, Ratehnukanonnam rahonakakeh tenhatahner. Toka ehsa tsi tehyotonwentsohon tohki yatenhatahne ne yatehoyatayeri rohtonhon.
WAMPUM #20

FOR THE CHIEF GUILTY OF MURDER

If a chief of the League of Five Nations should commit murder, the other chiefs of the nation shall assemble at the place where the corpse lies and prepare to depose the criminal chief. If it is impossible to meet at the scene of the crime, the chiefs shall discuss the matter at the next Council of their nation and request their War Chief to depose the chief guilty of the crime, to "bury his women relatives" and to transfer the chieftainship title to a sister family.

The War Chief shall address the chief guilty of murder and say:

"So you, ..., did kill ... with your own hands! You have committed a grave crime in the eyes of the Creator. Behold the bright light of the Sun and in the brightness of the Sun's light, I depose you of your title and remove the horns, the sacred emblems of your chieftainship title. I remove from your brow the deer's antlers which was the emblem of your position and token of your nobility. I now depose you and expel you and you shall depart at once from the territory of the League of the Five Nations and never more return again. We, the League of Five Nations, moreover, bury your women relatives because the ancient chieftainship title was never intended to have any union with bloodshed. Henceforth, it shall not be their heritage. By the evil deed that you have done they have forfeited it forever."

The War Chief shall then hand the title to a sister family and he shall address it and say:

"Our Mothers, ..., Listen attentively while I address you on a solemn and important subject. I hereby transfer to you an ancient chieftainship title for a great calamity has befallen it in the hands of the family of a former chief. We trust that you, our Mothers, will always guard it and that you will warn your chief always to be dutiful and to advise his people to ever live in love, peace and harmony that a great calamity may never happen again."

Note: "Bury his women relatives" means political relatives. "Sister Family" is a part of a clan which is composed of three parts with a Chief and a Clan Mother in each part. The Chieftainship Title is lost by the involved part and transferred to another part of the clan. "His women relatives" is that one third part of the clan associated with the deposed killer chief. "Family of a former chief"; political family of the deposed chief, a third part of the clan.

WAMPUM #21

CERTAIN DEFECTS RESTRICT A CHIEF

Certain physical defects in a statesman of the League makes him ineligible to sit in the League Council. Such defects as infancy, idiocy, blindness, deafness, dumbness and impotency. When a statesman of the League is restricted by any of these conditions, a deputy shall be appointed by his sponsors to act for him, but in cases of extreme necessity, the restricted statesman may exercise his rights.
KAYONI #22
ROYANER ENSATATSENNARAKO TOKA ENONWARIHON NE ROTIYANER

Tohka ne Royaner ihrereh ahonsahatatsennarako tsi Royaner, ensakororih ne Rotiyaner ne Kakhakerasea tsihon nihayatahre. Toka ne Rotiyaner yatahontontahteh ne ahonsahatatsennarako, yahki tahonton ahonsahatatsennarako.

Ne Royaner ihrereh ahonsahatatsennarako enhoyatarako onkatiok nene enhonwanonwehne ne Rotiyaner, onenktsi entkotiriwanirateh tahnon enhonwasenhniointeh ne Kakhistensera tohnek onwaton enhonwarihonten.

KAYONI #23
NE ROTIYANER ENHONNONNI ONEKORHA ASERIYE TOKANI ATIATANA

Tihkawenniyo kanikayen ne Rotiyaner enhahahninehoron ne onekorha tohkan antiatahna kayonni, tihkawenniyo tohmahonkeh tohkan nahiynson, nehahonsteh ne ahatiriwanihrateh tohkan ahontehweyenton oriwasonha ne kanakerasera tohkan tihkanakerasratehni onkara rahahehasona.

Nennen tenwatonwentsoweh yahonteniehten ne onekorha katioknsonwe tohka Ahsarekowa tohkan rariwakarenihes yenahahe, yeharihowanatet nenmen yenraweh tsi nahoten kahwehennaten ne onkehora ahonatontehneh ne onka rahahehakeh tahnon ne ronnoonheh tentontnanenehta tsinikawennoten tahnon tentontkaweh ne onekorha. Tohka onkatiok yahonwennonkeh, oksak kati enhatahwehynentaneh ne tohmahontareh.

Tihkawenniyo onka ne Wisk Nihononwentsakah ahontsteh ne onekorha tohkan ahtiatana ne ahontehweyenton nahoten wahahehisiis tohkan wahahehainhineh tahnon kwaahokak enyoriwanihra tsiniyosnoreh yatenhohihehentaseh tenhontaton ne onekorha.

KAYONI #24
ROTIYANER TSATA NIYOWIRIONKARAKEH NENHATIHATENSON

Ne Rotiyaner ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh ensakotirihoenniheheh ne rahononkwetasonha tsinenweh. Tsata niyowihrionkarakeh nenhatihatensen. Ne kenton yatahosenni ne kanakwensera, kaweyemaksentsera tahnon ne kariwayehsatera. Tentkarakeh ne rahoneryaneh skennen tahnon ne rahotinihroran ne tentkarakeh ne askanektsera ne ahkoyatakehnnhatsena nonkwensonha ne Kanonsonnion. Yahtiheyotokh tsihinothikoniroyo ronhahterihehentiaton nahoten roneriwayenri. Ne ronhithatsentsera tekayeston ne ahntenrasera tsinokwate ne rahononkwetasonha. Yaheheh kanakwensera tohkan akhetaryhkonsera tatitatenkontone ne rahotihnikonrakon tahnon akwekono rahotihwensonho tahnon tsihinsi enhonteryanerak akwekon skennen tsi tekayatorehten.
WAMPUM #22

CHIEF MAY OR MAY NOT RESIGN IF ACTIVE CHIEFS REFUSE TO ACCEPT HIS RESIGNATION

If a statesman of the League desires to resign his title, he shall notify the statesmen of the nation of which he is a member of his intentions. If his co-active statesmen refuse to accept his resignation, he may not resign his title.

A statesman, in proposing to resign, may recommend any proper candidate which recommendation shall be received by the statesman but unless confirmed and nominated by the women who hold the title, the candidate shall not be considered.

WAMPUM #23

ON CHIEFS MAKING WAMPUM STRINGS OR BELTS

Any chief of the League of Five Nations may construct shell strings or wampum belts of any size of length as pledges or records of matters of national and international importance.

When it is necessary to dispatch a shell string by a War Chief or other messenger as a token of summons, the messenger shall recite the contents of the string to whom it is sent. That party shall repeat the message and if there has been a summons, he shall make ready for his journey.

Any of the people of the Five Nations may use shells or wampum as the record of a pledge, contract or an agreement entered into and the same shall be binding as soon as shell strings have been exchanged by both parties.

WAMPUM #24

THE SKINS OF CHIEFS SHALL BE SEVEN SPANS THICK

The chiefs of the League of Five Nations shall be mentors of the people for all time. The thickness of their skin shall be seven spans nine (tsatahniioronkarakeh), which is to say that they shall be proof against anger, offensive action and criticism. Their hearts shall be full of peace and good will, and their minds filled with a yearning for the people of the League. With endless patience, they shall carry out their duty. Their firmness shall be tempered with a tenderness for their people. Neither anger nor fury shall find lodging in their minds and all their words and actions shall be marked by calm deliberation.
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KAYONI #25

NE ROYANER ENREHSAKE OYA TAHTAHONTON ENSONWARONTIAKEH

Tohka onka ne Royaner enrehsake ne ahaketskone ohyay nikayanerenseroten ne tentewanonton tahnon ehren enhahawihteh ne Gayanerekowa, ahsen nenhonwatehten tsiroitshenhayen, entowatierenteh nehne Konnonkwe tsiinhotaraten tohneh nehnonwa ne Roonmonkwe ne tsiinhotaroten tahnon ne enakenka ne nonwa ne Rotiayer tsinon Kanakerasera nihayatereh neh onen ensotehten.

Tohka ne tehariwaronwe Royaner senhak entariwarekeh, Ahsarekowa ènsorontiakhe nehtsi yatahatontateh ahasere tsiinokayanerenseroten ne Gayanerekowa. Tohneh onen Rahonakerasera ohyay tensonwanakararen nenneh enhonwayatarako ne Kahsenna kothiwhew ne rahowatsirakon.

KAYONI #26

ROTIYANERSON SAKOTIRIHONNIENNI EHHONTON

Ronateriwayenni ne Rotiyanerson nennen wahtewatonwentsoweh sakotirihonnienni enhonton tahnon ensakotihaharat nen okwesonha tahnon ensakoneyarakwen tsiinhenkonrototen ne Sonkwayatihson. Enhonniron ne Rotiyaner:

"Sehwatahonsihyst, ne skennen yahontasonteron ne ohenton wennisereatehnion!

"Tiotkon sehwatahonsatat ne rahowenna ne Sonkwayatihson, ahsehken rowennihnekenhen.

"Ne sehwaniyiikwakwehnonni, tohsa sowahrihon ne wahetken watehnakttonni ne sehwanhnikronkon.

"Rowennihnekenhen ne Sonkwayatihson tahnon tohsa ne skennen ahonkahyonneh.

"Yahnowenton tahkenhehyeh ne skennen tohka entsheyarakhe ne Sonkwayatihson."

KAYONI #27

ROTIYANER AKWEKON ENHOTIRIWAKWARISION

Ahkwekon tsinihathih ne Rotiyaner ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tehyotonwentsohon ahkwekon tsi ahotiriwakwarisionhakeh. Tohsa rontecharahren tohkan tehatiriwenhawitanion, ne ratihawk ne nahoten enkakwehni ne enakowanatiosheke. Yahetktayeri ne Royaner kaimonwe yatehnon tahyorihtohit ehto niahonwayatenahweh. Tehyotonhontsohon ahoenwatishennakaratahe ne Rotiyaner ntsi enso yowis kariwakwehniestera tsinon nihonaterihontch.
WAMPUM #25

CHIEF SEEKING INDEPENDENT AUTHORITY WILL BE DEPOSED

If a chief of the League should seek to establish any authority independent of the jurisdiction of the League of the Great Peace, which is the Five Nations, he shall be warned three times in open Council: first by the women relatives, second by the men relatives, and finally by the chiefs of the Nation to which he belongs.

If the offending chief is still persistent, he shall be dismissed by the War Chief of his Nation for refusing to conform to the laws of the Great Peace. His Nation shall then install the candidate nominated by the female name holders of his family.

Note: Again, the "relatives" are the people of the Clan. Political relatives. The "female name holders of his family" are the Clan Mothers of the Clan. The "name" is the title given to each Royaner while he is going through the ceremony of becoming a Royaner. The title he gets is the name of the original Chief whose place he assumes when installed as a Royaner.

WAMPUM #26

THE CHIEFS AS TEACHERS AND SPIRITUAL GUIDES

It shall be the duty of all the chiefs of the League of Five Nations from time to time as occasion demands to act as teachers and spiritual guides of their people and remind them of their Creator's will and words. They shall say:

"Listen, that peace may continue unto future days!

"Always listen to the words of the Great Creator, for he has spoken.

"United People, let no evil find lodging in your minds.

"For the Great Creator has spoken and the Cause of Peace shall not become old.

"The cause of Peace shall not die if you remember the Great Creator."

Note: Great faith shown here.

WAMPUM #27

ALL CHIEFS MUST BE HONEST

All chiefs of the League of Five Nations must be honest in all things. They must not idle and gossip, but be men possessing those honorable qualities that make true leaders. It shall be a serious wrong for anyone to lead a chief into trivial affairs for the people must ever hold their chiefs high in estimation out of respect to their honorable positions.
TEKANAKARAHERE ROTIYANER

KAYONI #28

ROYANER RATONSEREH KAHTERI NIKASEHRIYETAKEH ONEKORHA ENTATKAWEH

Nennen ne ronwayatarakwen Royaner rahtonsereh tenhonwanakararang, kahyeri nikasehriyetakeh onekorha entatkaweh sewahsha tsiniyensons tehkothihemren skati nokwati tsiyahyohtonnion. Ne rahoriwanihratsera ts neh enhahsereh ne Gayanerekowa tahnon kariwakwarishontsera enratseh ne nahoten ahotirihwayentane ne Rotiyaner.

Nennen ne ohnekorha entatkaweh, enhayehna ne Sokotatis ne nennen rohitisenhayen tahnon yensahkotahrasheh ne akteh nakanonsatih tahnon enhenron:

"Onen tsihsewakahenyon, Onen Royaner wahaton. Schwatkato nihoyatanechrakwa."

Tohne onen ensakotati. Nennen enhahas, tohnokwati yenhateniehteh ne onekorha tsinokwati ne skanonsakarati tahnon entatihyehna tsi wahariwanihrateh. Tohneh onen ne skanonsakarati enhonnihron:

"Onen katih watkwanakararen ne skehnonton rahonakara, ne wahtehniyentstakwen tsi Sayaner. Onen sakorihonnieni wahsaton ne Wisk Nihonwonwentsakeh. Tsatah nihwahshaken nensinahtenson, ne kenton yahtahiasahsenni ne kanakwensera, kahwehyennaksentsera tahnon kariwakwarishatsera. Tenkarakhe ne seryahneh ne snkennen tahnon kahnikonriyo. Tenkarakhe ne salnikonrakon ne ahskanekitsera ne rahotiyatakehnatsera ne Rotinonsonni. Yahtiehyotokteh tsinensahnikonriyohakeh nennen ensateriwaentiatheh nahoten ensahteriwayenhaseh tahnon ne sahsatstensera tehkayeston ne ahntenrasera tsinokwathi ne sonkwehtasonha. Yahnen kanakwensera tohkan ahteryaritikonzera tatitenaaktunni ne sahnikonrakon.

Akwekon ne sahwenasonha tahnon tsinitsi ensateryanehron skennen tsi tenkayatroetsh. Akwekon tsinitsi tenshatroetshenion nennen enschwatsenhayen, ensowayanenseronnian, akwekon tsinitsi ensayoten ken ensawahitheth ne sahrwiwsahoba. Tohse tsonneh yahsaihtsi nahoten ahyonwahrehtsara ne sehyonwahtehokonha tohk sihken tehnen nahoten ahyonwahrehts, tolka tehnen nahoten tahsenhoskonheh nekheh tohnionsasheh tsinokwathi ne Gayanerekowa, tonokwathi tkeyehri tahnon yohteriwakwarishon. Skahenyon tahnon sahtahonsatat tsinokwati ne ahkotsenonnnia ne kahnenrakwekon, tohse ne koki enskahenion ne onwa wennisenratehnon, ne ohni ne tahatihkonsohtontieh, ne ohni ne ahrenko tehothikonsakehtoton - nehneh ahrohken tohotihnakateron ne tahweh Kanakerasera."
CONDOLED CHIEFS

WAMPUM #28

A NEW CHIEF MUST MAKE PLEDGE VIA FOUR STRINGS OF WAMPUM

When a candidate Chief is to be installed, he shall furnish four strings of shells or wampum one span in length bound together at one end. Such will constitute the evidence of his pledge to the chiefs of the League that he will live according to the Constitution of the Great Peace and exercise justice in all affairs.

When the pledge is furnished, the Speaker of the Council must hold the shell strings in his hand and address the opposite side of the Council Fire and he shall begin his address saying:

"Now behold him. He has now become a chief of the League. See how splendid he looks."

An address may then follow. At the end of it, he shall send the bunch of shell strings to the opposite side and they shall be received as evidence of the pledge. Then shall the opposite side say:

"We now do crown you with the sacred emblem of the deer's antlers, the emblem of your chieftainship. You shall now become a mentor of the people of the Five Nations. The thickness of your skin shall be seven spans, which is to say that you shall be proof against anger, offensive actions and criticism. Your heart shall be filled with peace and good will. Your mind shall be filled with a yearning for the welfare of the people of the League. With endless patience you shall carry out your duty and your firmness shall be tempered with tenderness for your people. Neither anger nor fury shall find lodging in your mind. All your words and actions shall be marked with calm deliberation. In all your deliberations in the Council of the League, in your efforts at law-making, in all your official acts, self-interest shall be cast away. Do not cast over your shoulder behind you the warnings of your nephews and nieces should they chide you for any error or wrong you may do, but return to the Great Law which is right and just. Look and listen for the welfare of the whole people, and have always in view not only the present, but also the coming generations, even those whose faces are yet beneath the surface of the ground – the unborn of the future Nation."

Note: A condolence ceremony is performed when a chief dies and a new one is installed. The candidate Chief shall make or buy the required string wampum, four strings of one span (four inches) in length tied together at one end. The Clan Mother keeps the string wampum after the Installation Ceremony. In the address, the Royaner holds the string pledge wampum in his hand. The Rotiyaner of the opposite side of the Council Fire from the Candidate Chief shall do the Installation Ceremony. That is, the Mohawk, Seneca and Onondaga Rotiyaner shall be installed by the Oneida and Cayuga Rotiyaner and vice versa.
KAYONI #29

NE AHSEH ROYANER ENATKAWE ATENNATSERA

Nennen onka tehonwahnakararanek, rahonha entatkawe ne skennondon ohwahron onen yohri, kanatarokonwe tahnnon ne kahnenstoh onontara, enkonie ne ohyo nahotenson tehyotonwentsohon tahnnon ne kahyotensera nennen enwateriwentilie ne tenhonwanakararen.

KAYONI #30

ENWATON SKATNE TENHONWANAKARAREN TAHNON ENKAWEHNASOTONKEH GAYANEREKOWA

Enwahton tohnikahawi ne Rotiyaner tenhonwanakararane ne wahonwayatarako nennen katkeh enwatehwehnanoton ne Gayanerekowa tohka sikhien wahotiyentaneh honka wahonwayatarako ahseken Gayanerekowa watroris akwekon ne gayanerenser.

KAYONI #31

NE EHSO TSI RONONWAKTAHNI ROYANER TENSENWAHNAKARARAKO TSINHIYORE ENSAYEHWENTAHNE

Tohka ehsor tsi enhonowakten ne Royaner tahnon ahyenrek tohka enrenheyeh, ne Kahnistensera nehnene kotihaweh ne Rahosemma, tohnyenkonneh tsi tohnonsoteh tahnon tenisonwanakararako, ne rahotehniwentensera tsi Royaner tahnon kennokwati enkotiyen. Tohka ne Sonkwayatihson ensotheh tahnon tentatketsko ne kahnaktakeh kanonwaktensera, tsi tehokenkeronteheh enskaratieh ne rahonakara.

Kennikawennoten enwatston ne yatietyotkontakwan tsi ensonwanakararako

WAMPUM #29

THE NEW CHIEF SHALL FURNISH THE FOOD FOR THE CELEBRATIONS

When a chieftainship title is to be conferred, the candidate chief shall furnish the cooked venison, the corn bread and the corn soup, together with other necessary things and the labor for the Conferring of Titles Festival.

WAMPUM #30

CHIEFTAINSHIP TITLE CAN BE CONFERRED WHEN THE GREAT LAW IS RECITED

The chiefs of the League may confer the Chieftainship title whenever the Great Law is recited, if there is a candidate, for the Great Law speaks all the rules.

WAMPUM #31

A SERIOUSLY ILL CHIEF TEMPORARILY DEPOSED

If a chief of the League should become seriously ill and be thought near death, the women who are the heirs of his title shall go to his house and lift his crown of deer antlers, the emblem of his chieftainship, and place them at one side. If the Creator spares him and he rises from his bed of sickness, he may rise with the antlers on his brow.

The following words shall be used to temporarily remove the antlers:

"Now our comrade chief, the time has come when we must approach you in your illness. We remove for a time the deer's antlers from your brow. We remove the emblem of your chieftainship title. The Great Law has decreed that no chief should end his life with the antlers on his brow. We, therefore, lay them aside in the room. If the Creator spares you and you recover from your illness, you shall resume your duties as chief of the League and you may again labor for the people of the League."

Note: The Clan Mothers depose a chief before he dies. He must not take the title with him to the grave. The title will be inherited by his successor.
KAYONI #32

OHYERI NIHWENNISERAKEH ENHONTERISEN NE KATSENHOWANEN TOKA ROYANER ENRENHEYEH

Tohka ne Royaner enrenheyeh tsinikariwes Katsenhowanen yoteriwanetion, enhonterihsen ohyeri nihwenniserakeh. Yahtahatisenhayen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh ohenton ne ohyeri nihwenniserakeh tshinahe tahonheyon ne Royaner.

Tohka ne ahsen nihontatekenha (nehneh Ganienkehha, Onondagehaga tahnon ne Tsionontowanehaga) enhotiyenonhoni, tehokhion yenhoyatenhawe, nehneh kenenitotiyenha yatatokenha (Kweyonyonkha tahnon Onenyoteghaga) tohntenonh ohyeriwanotenonh nihwenniserakeh tahnon ensehaskotinikonketsko ne ahsennisihontatekenhena. Tohka nehneh kahron nitotiyen yatatokenha ohhononkwetoniw ne Royaner, nehki ne ahsennisihontatekenha tohnenhonenh tahnon ensakotinikonereroni. Enhotehewehmanohtaseh ne ahsenyawanonhikashehriyetakeh ne Ayonwatha rohson. Nenne enhatichiwa, onen enhonwayatarko ne rahoaktakeh tensatanon ne rahonheyon Royaner, Kastenensera enhonhwirihenon. Tohka ahreko tehyonatathehehwehmanentahon ne Kastenensera ne rahothihenton ne Roteiyaner yatahonwatateh ne wahonwayatarko, enhonron ne Sakotisa: "Ha yehetehwayaken." Awhwekweh yennhahiyakenne tsi katsenhayen (tohkan tsonon nihonhatiaterahron). Sakotis yennahiyakenne tsi yennhahiyakenne tahnon enhonron: "Ah tsi tioterhateh nieheteweh tahnon yatemetawatkanerho." 

Nenne ne Kastenensera enhonwayatarkwen kahipiokhinakwen ne ronwatiyokonha, ne Roteiyaner sonkhehine ne tsonon enhontatitarorokoheh enska tsonon kenenitotiyenha yatatokenha tahnon ne ohyo totiahens ahsen nihontatekenhena. Ne Roteiyaner ensehaskotini Konrasoni ne ronatonnonkwen Roteiyaner, enhonwayatarko onka enhaterenonhe ne Kseenen Karemmahon tahnon enhonhrenihon nenon toh nienhonhonenh tsonokwata ne Rotinikonrenienhen Roteiyaner. Nenne yenhonneweh tsonon totihareh ne rotinikonraksehens Roteiyaner, enhonhwanonwontahieh ne enhonwayatarkwen Royaner ratonseroh tahnonenhoiterekhentieteh ne tenbonwanakararen.

KAYONI #33

NENNE NROYANER ENRENHEYE AWHEKON ENHONWATI NE ROYANEREO


Otohne wahotiriwahyentahne ne tohne Roteiyaner yasakonatehnihratnion ne tehonahtats tsonon tahitihehronen ne ohyo Roteiyaner tsiinyoreh akwekwen enhotitohkenseh. Ne tehonahtats tiokehneh tahnon ahsontenneh enhatiriwakahrehni.
WAMPUM #32

NO COUNCIL FOR TEN DAYS WHEN A CHIEF DIES

If a chief of the League should die while the Council of the Five Nations is in session, the Council shall adjourn for ten days. No Council of the League shall sit within ten days of the death of a Chief of the League.

If the Three Brothers (ahseinhontatehkenah) (the Mohawks, the Onondaga and the Seneca) should lose one of their chiefs by death, the Younger Brother (iatahkenah) (the Cayuga and the Oneida) shall come to the surviving chiefs of the Three Brothers on the tenth day and console them. If the Younger Brothers lose one of their chiefs, then the Three Brothers shall come to them and console them. And the consolation shall be the reading of the contents of the thirteenth shell wampum of Ayonwatha. At the termination of this rite, a successor shall be appointed by the women heirs of the chieftainship title. If the women are not ready to place their nominee before the chiefs, the Speaker shall say: "Come let us go out." All shall then leave the Council or place of gathering. The Speaker shall lead the way from the house by saying: "Let us depart to the edge of the woods and lie in wait on our bellies." (Tenshakonatoswentarese)

When the women title holders shall have chosen one of their sons, the chiefs of the League will assemble in two places, the Younger Brothers in one place and the three Older Brothers in another. The chiefs who are to console the mourning chiefs shall choose one of their number to sing the Song of Peace as they journey to the sorrowing chiefs. The singer shall lead the way and the chiefs and the people shall follow. When they reach the sorrowing chiefs, they shall hail the candidate chief and perform the rite of Conferring the Chieftainship title. (Chkeiontentshera)

Note: "Women heirs of the Chieftainship Title" means that the Clan Mothers are keepers of the Chief's string wampum which he turns over to his Clan Mother before he is given the title at the Conferring of Chieftainship rite. The title is the name of the original Chief in whose position the Candidate Royaner is inheriting. "When the women title holders shall have chosen one of the sons," means political sons or men of the particular Clan concerned, not necessarily any of their natural sons.

WAMPUM #33

WHEN A CHIEF DIES ALL IROQUOIS CHIEFS ARE NOTIFIED

When a chief of the League dies, the surviving relatives shall immediately dispatch a messenger, a mentor of another clan, to the chiefs in another locality. When the runner comes within hailing distance of the locality, he shall utter a sad wail, thusly: "Kwa-ah! Kwa-ah!" The sound shall be repeated three times, and then again and again at intervals as many times as the distance may require. When the runner arrives at the settlement, the people shall assemble and one must ask the nature of his sad message. He shall then say: "Let us consider." (rakwennikon riak). Then he shall tell them of the death of the chief. He shall deliver to them a string of shells or wampum and say: "Here is the testimony, you have heard the message." He then may return home.

It now becomes the duty of the chiefs of the locality to send runners to other localities and each locality shall send messengers until all chiefs are notified. Runners shall travel day and night.

Note: The mourning relatives (members of the same clan) are consoled by the members of the clan that sits opposite to them at the Council Fire. They also do the running to distant chiefs. When their own chief dies, then the favor is returned.
KAYONI #34

YAHONKA NE ROYANER YAHAAHWEH NE RAHSENNA TSI YEYATATARION

Tohka ne Royaner enrenheyeh tahnon yahtekayen ne onka rahanaktekeh ahonsahonwarihonten, onen kahti ne Rotiyaner ne Kanakerasera yenhatihaweh ne Kahsenna tahnon ne entehsakotiyon ne kontatekenha kawatsireh ne rahotihtarakon tsiniyohreh ne Royanerkenha rahowatsireh ensotiyentahneh ne onka tahonsahonwanakaranren, tohne onen tentonwathihiyen ne Kahsenna, rohnonha rahanawen.

Yahne Rotiyaner Kahnsenna onka tiahahawe tsiyehyatataryon. Enwahton ne Rotiyanerson tensonwanakaranarako ne rahonheyon Royaner, ensontawa ne Kahsenna enkhoni tsitiokenrarakonteh tsi yontatijatatahasta.

YOHNETOTAHON

KAYONI #35

YOHNETOTAHON

Ne onka rahyatareh ne Kanakerasera nektsi yahtekariwayentakwen, tohka ehso tsi rayatakehnen tahnon ihisnon nihaweheyenteh tahnon ehso tsi teharihwasnieh ne ahoriwasonha ne Kanakerasera toka enrehnesteh tsi rahtohka, yohtonkwehtkwarishon, enwahton ne Rotiyaner enhonwarihonten toh enhatien tsi rahtitskoton ne Katsenhowanen. "Yohnetotahon" enhonwanatonkwe. Tohnitsi enhonwahsenneon nennen ohya yenskahaweh ne tensehsakotihnakaranon. Tohka katkeh enhakarenrako tsiniyorihoten ne Gayanerekowa, yatahonsahonwarontiakeh nektsi kenhaskaweh ne tensehsakotihnakaranonn. Tohka katkeh enhakarenrako tsiniyorihoten ne Gayanerekowa, yatahonsahonwarontiakeh nektsi kenhenskahawihteh yahonka tahonsahatahonsatateh nahoten ahonsahenron. Tohka ensatatsennarako yahonka tahonwayateneh. Ne "Yohnetotahon" yahneh tohoyen ne onka rahanaktekeh ahonsahatien.
WAMPUM #34

NO CHIEF MAY CARRY HIS TITLE TO THE GRAVE

If a chief dies and there is no candidate qualified for the office in the family of the women title holders, the chief of the Nation shall give the title into the hands of a sister family (Kentenmonerton) in the clan until such time as the original family produces a candidate, when the title shall be restored to the rightful owners.

No chieftainship title may be carried into the grave. The chiefs of the League may dispossess a dead chief of his title even at the grave.

Note: "Sister family in the clan." There are three chiefs and three Clan Mothers in each Clan. Each chief and each clan mother represent a "family" or a political family in the Clan. Makes it easy to reach decisions in Clan Councils. The Chieftainship Titles have been in existence since the Confederacy was founded and must not be buried.

PINE TREE CHIEF

WAMPUM #35

THE PINE TREE CHIEF

Should any man of the Nation assist with special ability or show great interest in the affairs of the Nation, if he proves himself wise and honest and worthy of confidence, the Chiefs of the League may elect him to a seat among them and he may sit in the Council of the League. He shall be proclaimed a Pine Tree, sprung up for the Nation, and be installed as such at the next assembly for the installation of chiefs. Should he ever do anything contrary to the rules of the Great Peace, he may not be deposed from office – no one shall cut him down – but thereafter every one shall be deaf to his voice and his advice. Should he resign from his seat and title, no one shall prevent it. A Pine Tree Chief has no authority to name a successor, nor is his title hereditary.
AHSAREKOWA

KAYONI #36

ROYANER ENTATKAWEH KAYERI NIHKASERIYETAKEH ONEKORHA TSIHNIHOTIHSENNOTENS NE AHSAREKOWATSON

Ne rahotisennonaha ne Ahsarekowason:

Ayonwehs: Ahsarekowa ihrateh raohnaktake ne Tehkarihoken (Mohawk).
Kahonwaitiron: Ahsarekowa ihrateh raohnaktake ne Otaotsheteh (Oneida).
Ayentes: Ahsarekowa ihrateh raohnaktake ne Atotarho (Onondaga).
Wenens: Ahsarekowa ihrateh raohnaktake ne Dekaenyon (Cayuga).
Shoneratowaneh: Ahsarekowa ihrateh raohnaktake ne Skanyatario (Seneca).

Kahnistensers enkontahwa ne Ahsarekowa rahotisennonaha. Tohnon yahtenkahyehstahshonkeh ne Ahsarekowa enhonten tison ne kawatsirakon ne Kahnistensera kothaweh ne Rotiyane Katsennonaha.

KAYONI #37

SAYAHTA AHSAREKOWA NE SKAHNAKERASERA RAHOTIYOTENSERA

Sayahta ne Ahsarekowa enhotihyentaneh ne Skanakerasera, tahnon ne enhonateriwayenahseh ne enhateriwayakarenh nahten enhonnohetsteh ne Rotiyane tahnnon roononha enhoneriyo nennen tenwahtonwentsoweh. Yahtahontiatahren ne Ahsarekowa tsirotitsenhayen ne Rotiyane, nekneh enhontennikonrahen tohka tehnen onka ne Royanen tenhahnioskenneh, Ahsarekowa enhayehna ne nahtoten yatahohnhehrientiyen ne onkwesoneh. Ahsarekowa tensakotehwenнакwe ne Kanistensera tsi enhonwatetaken ne Royanen wataniotaskenneh. Tohka nonkwesoneh tehakotonwentsonhn tioknahten ahonwatiroro ne Rotiyane, Ahsarekowa yensakoriwenhawenseh. Rohonha rotehriwayenni ne yahsakoriwaherahseh ne nahtoten tehakotonwentsonnni nonkwensonna hohenton tsinioyohreh enhatitshenhayen ne Katsenhowanen.

OHONTSAM FILMS
AHSAREKOWA
THE WAR CHIEF
THE WAR CHIEFS

WAMPUM #36

THE TITLE NAMES OF THE FIVE WAR CHIEFS

The title names of the War Chiefs of the League shall be:

Ayonwehs: war chief under Chief Tekarihoken (Mohawk).
Kahonwaitiron: war chief under Chief Otatsheteh (Oneida).
Ayentes: war chief under Chief Atotarho (Onondaga).
Wenens: war chief under Chief Dekaenyon (Cayuga).
Shoneratowanach: war chief under Chief Skanyataritio (Seneca).

The women heirs of each head chief's title shall be the heirs of war chief's title of their respective chief.

The war chiefs shall be selected from the eligible sons of the female families holding the chieftainship title.

Note: War Chiefs ruled absolutely over the nations when the Iroquois Confederacy was formed. The ruling war chiefs were Tekarihoken for the Mohawks, Atateheteh for the Oneidas, Atotarho for the Onondagas, Dekaenyon for the Cayugas and Skanyataritio for the Senecas. They all became part of the 49 Chiefs in the new order devised by Deganaawa, Founder of the Iroquois Confederacy. They became Peace Chiefs and a new order for protection and defense was devised and the new category of War Chiefs established and they included Ayonwehs for the Mohawks, Kahonwaitiron for the Oneidas, Ayentes for the Onondagas, Wenens for the Cayugas and Shoneratowanach for the Senecas and these new War Chiefs took instructions and directions from the former rulers of the Nations.

The Gayanerekowa has definite functions for the War Chief and his men (Warrior Society). They are charged with the protection, defense and welfare of the people. These duties may take many forms, such as keeping the peace, teaching, speaking to the people, repossessing lost lands, maintaining human rights, diplomatic relations with other nations, and any other work that promotes the welfare of the people.

WAMPUM #37

ONE WAR CHIEF FOR EACH NATION AND THEIR FUNCTIONS

There shall be one War Chief for each Nation and their duties shall be to carry messages for their chiefs and to take up arms in case of emergency. They shall not participate in the proceedings of the Council, but shall watch its progress and in case of an erroneous action by a chief, the War Chiefs shall receive the complaints of the people and convey the warnings of the women to him. The people who wish to convey messages to the Chiefs of the League shall do so through the War Chief of their Nation. It shall always be his duty to lay the cases, questions and propositions of the people before the Council of the League.
KAYONI #38

NENNEN ENRENRENHEYE NE AHSAREKOWA OYA ENSONWARIHONTEN

Nennen ne Ahsarakowa enrehheyeh, ohya rahanaktakeh ensonwarihonton, tonitsienwateriwatentiaton tsiniyot nohnen Royaner wahonwarihonten.

-------------

KAYONI #39

NENNEN AHSAREKOWA ENHAWEHNONTIH NE GAYANEREKWOWA

Tohka ne Ahsarekowa ohya nenhayehre tsiniti enhonwarori tohkan enhawennontih ne Gayanerekowa, ne enrasteh ts rotherihonteh, nehnkeh konkonkwe rahowatsireh tahnonne ronnonkwe rahowatsireh ensonwarontiakeh. Enwahton ne konnonkwe yahtenyotiyatishet tohkan ne ronnonkwe yahtenhohiyatishet tohkan yahtenhontiesteh tsi enhonteriwaentiateh. Tohneh ne Kanistensera ohya ensonwayatarako.

-------------

KAYONI #40

NENNEN ROTIYANER YENHONWATEHNIETHEH NE TEHARATATS

Nenne ye Rotiyaner kahnne onka yenhonwatehniehteh ne Katsenhowanen ahoriwakeh, tenhatiwawenhehkeh nahoten yenhontehniehteh tahnon enhonwanikonrayentasten ne taharatats yenhatakiwarishaten tison wahre tahnon yenhariwayen tsiniti wahonwari-

-------------

KAYONI #41

TSI NENHAYEREH NE TEHARATATS

Tohka ne taharatats ne rariwenhawih tsi tahoneh ne raihinhatakaryas tahonehriyosereh, ne teharatats tehohenrehtionondeh tsoinihenhrenne "Kwa-aah! Kwa-aah!" tehkehi yatenkayenteh tahnon tentatnahnehta, kennikariwehsonshah tohneh onen enkariwehsonehkeh.

Tohka ronkwe enhonwahyatatshenrih rawenhehyon, yahtiahayehna ne ohyehronta ne wahoyatatshenrih, oksak ensahtentih tohohenrehtehseh, "Koo-weh! Koo-nee!"
WAMPUM #38
WHEN A WAR CHIEF DIES ANOTHER IS INSTALLED

When a War Chief dies, another shall be installed by the same rite as that by which a Chief (of the Council) is installed.

WAMPUM #39
WHEN A WAR CHIEF ACTS AGAINST THE GREAT LAW

If a War Chief acts contrary to instructions or against the provisions of the Laws of the Great Peace, doing so in the capacity of his office, he shall be deposed by his women relatives and by his men relatives. Either the women alone or the men alone or jointly may act in such a case. The women title holders shall then choose another candidate.

Note: The people of the Clans here show their power. The women title holders are, of course, the Clan Mothers.

WAMPUM #40
WHEN THE CHIEFS SEND A MESSENGER FOR THE COUNCIL

When the chiefs of the League take occasion to dispatch a messenger on behalf of the Council of the League, they shall wrap up any matter they may send and instruct the messenger to remember his errand to turn not aside, but to proceed faithfully to his destination and deliver his message according to every instruction.

WAMPUM #41
HOW THE MESSENGER SHALL PROCEED

If a message borne by a runner is the warning of an invasion, he shall whoop: "Kwa–ah, Kwa–ah!" twice and repeat at short intervals, then again at a longer interval.

If a human is found dead, the finder shall not touch the body, but return home immediately shouting at short intervals "Koo–weh!"
KENTARASONHA

KAYONI #42

TSIHNYOTIHSONNOTENS NE KENTARASONHA

Tsinikanakeraser ne Wisk Nihononwentsake tahnon ne sakonatehrehokonha ehkayentakeh ne kentarasonha tsinihyot ne Rotisennakeleh, Rotisennakehtekowa, Ohkwariyikowa, Ohkwaritakayon, Ahnowara, Ronatkontseraron Ahnonwara, Tawistawis, Tawistawiskowa, Skehnodon, Tkanenyoteh, Yahsakonha, Tiawehekonko, Ahtenno, Skahsonsahti tahnon Onenhata Watatewennio.

Ne kih kentarasonha tewarehnianton tsi rahtinakerehnion ne Wisk Nihononwentsake, ne enhatiyatakwehniyokeh ne ohwentsa, ronnonha rahonawen yotonhon.

KAYONI #43

RONTATEHKENHOKONHA NE SAHOTIHTARA

Ne onkwesonha ne Wisk Nih ononwentsake ratiyataronnion ne kentarasonha ahkwekon ensakotiyenterene ne onka enkne sahotitara tsi rontatehkenhokonha, yahtehwatsterista nahotinakeraserothen. Yatahonton ahotihniakeh ne satehotihtarothen.

KAYONI #44

NE ENTEHWANONTON TSINHYAKOTAROTEN NE RONWATIHNISTENHA

Ne onkwesonha ne Wisk Nihononwentsake, ne enhatisereh tsinhyakotaratoten ne ronwatinistenh. Konnaonkwe ne kontwatsirineh ne Kanakerasera. Ne enkotiyatakwehniyokeh ne onwentsa. Ronnaonkwe tunaon ne konmonkwe ne enhathisereh tsinhyakotaratoten ne ronwatinistenha.

KAYONI #45

KANISTENSESERA KOTIHAWEH NE ROTIYANER KAHSENNASONHA

Kanistensera, kotihaweh ne Rotiyaner kahsennasonha, ne enkonwatatinonkwake Oyaner tsinenweh tohkanii Otiyaner.
You shall love each other the rest of your days.
Let your love be strong and as constant and enduring as our elder brother the Sun.
Be as steadfast and true to your duties as our Mother the Earth.

Tetsatatehnoronkwak tsinikon ehsehnnniserayentonkeh.

Tonihkasatstek ne sehnnoronkwatsera tahnon to niyoriwatokentahnon to natehkawihsatstek tsiniyot ne tsitewatsiha Tsiokeneka Orakonstera.

To nasehniriwatokenhak tsinitsateriwayenni tsiniyot ne yehtinistenha Tsiyonwentsateh.
THE CLANS

WAMPUM #42

TITLES OF CLANS

Among the Five Nations and their descendants there shall be the following Clans:

Bear, Eel, Snipe, Beaver, Hawk, Turtle, Deer, Heron, Wolf

These Clans distributed through their respected nations shall be the sole owners and holders of the soil of the country and in them is vested, as a birthright.

Note: There are clans other than these among the 5 Nations. The Europeans, not being members of any of these Clans, have no right to own any land in this part of the world.

WAMPUM #43

MEMBERS OF THE SAME CLAN IN OTHER NATIONS

People of the Five Nations who are members of a certain clan shall recognize every member of the Clan no matter what Nation, as relatives. Men and women, therefore, who are members of the same Clan are forbidden to marry.

WAMPUM #44

LINEAL DESCENT OF THE PEOPLE RUNS IN THE FEMALE LINE

The lineal descent of the people of the Five Nations shall run in the female line. Women shall be considered the Progenitors of the Nation. They shall own the land and the soil. Men and women shall follow the status of their mothers.

WAMPUM #45

THE CLAN MOTHERS, WOMEN TITLE HOLDERS

The women heirs of the chieftainship titles of the League shall be called Oyaner or Otiyaner for all time to come.

Note: The Clan Mothers shall be called Oyaner. Oyaner is derived from the word Oyana meaning "path". Oyaner is the female "good path maker." Otiyaner is in the plural. Royaner means, "He makes a good path for people to follow." Rottiyaner is in the plural.
KAYONI #46

KANISTENSERA ENKONTAWA NE KASENNAONWE TSINENWE

Ne konnementwe ne kahyerihniwahsen–satehkon (onen nonwa wisknihwahsen) nikawatsirakeh ne enkontahwe ne kahsennahonwesone tsinenwesone.

Nennen ne Wisk Nihonoowentsakonehensnon ne rahtikasonkonha tsinikharihwekhe tahnontehnonwesonekhotrons ne Ohsehron, tohhkani Ohkasorota, Kenniyohonteshakho tohkani Kayentohkwen, sahyaten ne ronkwakhe tshinhotaroten ne raksahake tohkani yeksahen ehoawarihwen ne enharihowanateh, ensakorori ne tihishitaratehnonwoneh. Tihsonnotensone ne rohiwena tahnnon ne rohinistenhahenokohn en akotarar. Tohneh onen enharihowanateh ne raohsenna ne raksahakhe tohkani yeksahen tekehehni yahtenkeytet. Tohneh onen ne raksahen roenhahena tenhoayahtake ne raksahake tahnnon enhoyatenhawishonon tshinikanonwone enharennonatetieh "Kehnhikonranihron! Wahkehnonsonni!" Tsirarennohtatieh ne skentararkeratih enhonterennayestehon, "Hyen, Hyen, Hyen, Hyen..." tsiniyoreh enharennonatetnhenh.
WAMPUM #46

CLAN MOTHERS ARE KEEPERS OF THE AUTHORIZED NAMES

The women of the 48 (now 50) noble families shall be the heirs of the authorized names for all time to come.

When an infant of the Five Nations is given an Authorized Name at the Midwinter Festival or at the Green Corn and Strawberry and Harvest Festival, one in the cousinhood of which the infant is a member shall be appointed a speaker. He shall announce to the opposite cousinhood the names of the father and mother of the child together with the clan of the mother. Then the speaker shall announce the child's name twice. The uncle of the child shall then take the child in his arms and walking up and down the room shall sing, "My head is firm; I am of the League." As he sings, the opposite cousinhood shall respond by chanting: "Hyen, Hyen, Hyen, Hyen...", until the song is ended.

Note: The "cousinhood" is the other Clan. The purpose of announcing the Clan of the mother is to point out the Clan of the child. A child is born a Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, etc., but when he is named in the Great Law ceremony, the child becomes an Iroquois or Rotinonsonni. He is a Mohawk by blood and an Iroquois by law, for Gayanerekowa is also known as the Great Law, is the Constitution of the Kanonskontowwe or the Iroquois Confederacy. By the same token, if an individual or a whole Nation leaves the Iroquois Confederacy and in time realizes their great error and decide to be reinstated, they would be required to go through the Naming Ceremony or in their case, a re-naming ceremony and hold the Pledge Wampum and re-accept the Great Law and this act could be called the Iroquois Pledge of Allegiance.

WAMPUM #47

IN CASE CLAN MOTHERS BECOME EXTINCT

If the female heirs of a title of a chief of the League becomes extinct, the title shall be given by the chiefs of the League to a sister family whom they shall elect, and that family shall hold the name and transmit it to their female heirs, but they shall not appoint any of their sons as a candidate for a title until all the eligible men of the former family shall have died, or otherwise have become ineligible.

Note: If the Clan Mothers who hold a Royaner Title become extinct, the Chiefs of the Confederacy shall give the Royaner title to another of the three parties making up the clan, but they will not appoint a Royaner until all the eligible men in the former clan (family) have died. Which means that the Chiefs of the Confederacy can institute a new clan if necessary.

WAMPUM #48

IN CASE ALL THE CLAN MOTHERS BECOME EXTINCT

If all the heirs of a chieftainship become extinct, and so all the families in the Clan, then the title shall be given by the chiefs of the League to a family of a sister Clan whom they shall elect.

Note: The chiefs shall take from a large clan and make a new clan or keep up the extinct clan so that the title shall not be lost.
KAYONI #49
TOKA NE KANISTENESTA YATAHONTONTATEH AOSENNON NE ROYANER
Tohka onka ne Kanistensera yatahontontateh ahontontkaweh ne Kahsenna tohkan ahlyakennon, tohkan ne Kanistensera kehtenwatkahweh tohkan enkakenron nahoten yotehrihonteh, tohneh kati kenksenhahawihteh akwekon nonkwe enyakehrekeh yontatietaten tahnnon ne akowatsireh yotwatsiratonhon. Tiatahkenha kawatsireh nohkwatih nienhenweh ne Kahsenna, tohkan enkikelentarateh enhatifeyna tsinyosnohes ensoaktiriwaheherseh. Ne kati ne Rotiyaner ne Katsenhowan enhatrakorik kahnikayen ne kawatsireh tohkan kentara enhatifeyna ne Kahsenna kenksenkahawihteh.

KAYONI #50
TSINYOTIYOTENSEROTON NE KANISTENESERASONA
Nehneh Otiyaner kotihnikonrahre ne Rotiyaner Kahsenna enyakotirihothenteh kehekehouyaseh tehkenonkwe ne enhonoakahonnen ne Rotyaner nennen onkwehoh toh wahontkennihsa rahonoskon.
Yahtetkaychri tshon yahteyhooyanehreh ne ahlyontonkaryakeh ne onka sakchonkarawih.

KAYONI #51
NE ROYANER ENHAHNENRONNI RAHONONSKON NE ROTIYANERSON
Nennen ne Royaner enhahneneronni rahononskon, ne rohneh tohka enyonskanehekheh ahkahonha enyekewatoko ne ahntenatsera, enhonwahinhonteh ne Rotiyaner sonrnatatitaroron.
Yahtkoyanersenseryen ne tonayehyereh tahnnon enyakehseh ne akohnoronkzwatsera.

KAYONI #52
NE KANISTENSERA KATKE ENSONWATIHAHARATEH NE ROTIYANER
Ne Otiyaner, katkeh tehyotonwentsohon, enhonwanatehten tahnnon ensonwathihahteh ne Rotiyaner. Nehkoke neykonneheta tsikateshenayen enwatok tohnkotihyereh, tahnnon ne yatekonneheh, yahnetakonhonten ne ahkotiriwayakeh tohkan ahbonsakotirihsih nahoten wahonnohetsteh.
WAMPUM #49

IF A CLAN MOTHER REFUSES TO BESTOW A CHIEFTAINSHIP TITLE

If any of the Otiyaner women, heirs of a titleship, shall willfully withhold a chieftainship or other title and refuse to bestow it, or if such heirs abandon, forsake or despise their heritage, then shall such women be deemed buried, and their family extinct. The titleship shall then revert to a sister family or Clan, upon application and complaint. The chiefs of the League shall elect the family or Clan which shall in future hold the title.

Note: How political rights are lost by one of the three parties of a Clan when it's Clan Mother refuses to follow the rules of her position.

WAMPUM #50

CLAN MOTHER'S DUTY IF A CHIEF HOLDS A CONFERENCE AT HIS HOME

The Otiyaner women of the League, heirs of the chieftainship titles, shall elect two women of their family as cooks for the chief when the people shall assemble at his house for business or other purposes.

WAMPUM #51

FOR A CHIEF HOLDING A CONFERENCE WITH OTHER CHIEFS AT HIS HOME

When a chief holds a conference in his home, his wife, if she wishes, may prepare the food for the union chiefs who assemble with him. This is an honorable right which she may exercise and an expression of her esteem.

WAMPUM #52

HOW CLAN MOTHERS CORRECT ERRING CHIEFS

The Otiyaner women, heirs of the chieftainship titles, shall, should it be necessary, correct and admonish the holders of the titles. Those only who attend the Council may do this and those who do not shall not object to what has been said nor strive to undo the action.

Note: The Clan Mothers (Otiyaner) may correct and give friendly advice to the Rotiyaner (Chiefs).
KAYONI #53

TSIHNENKOTIHYERE KANISTENSERA NE OYA ENSONWAYATARAKO NE ROYANER

Nennen ne Kahnistenasa enhonwayatarako ne Royaner enhaton, tenkotiyestasih nehneh enwahton enhonwanihehe, tohriwayehri tahnon yohtonkwetakwarishon, rahonha ratatehriwaseronnienni tahnon tehsakosnieh ne rahowatsireh tohka tehnen rawatsirayen, tahnon ne tahnes ne rahonakerasera.

KAYONI #54

KANISTENSERA OHKOTITSENHAYEN NE OYA ENSONWAYATARAKO ROYANER

Nennen ne Royaner enrenheyh tohkan ensonwahrontiakeh, ne rahatara Otisianer enkotitisenhayen tahnon ensonwayatarako ne Royaner ensahton. Yatahonton ne rahniha ne ohya Royaner ne ahonwarihonten. Tohka sahtenkotiriwanonweneh tohnienskotihaweh ne rahosenna tsinokwati ne ronnonkwe ne enkneh sahkentara. Tohka yahtahatihriwanonwehne ne ronnonkwe, enhohnateriwayenhashe ne rohonha ahanwayatarako katoik nikayen tsinikon ronnonkwetayen. Tohko ne ronnonkwe tahnon ne ronnonkwe yatahatikwenih tahatiyestasih kahnikayen ne tehniyaseh ronwatiyatarakwen, tohneki onen ne Rotiyaner ne sahotitara ne enhonwayatarako. Tohka ne ronnonkwe tahnon ne ronnonkwe sahtenhataririwanonwehne onka wahnwayatarako, entonwatiyion ne tihkentaratehnion ne rahosenna, toh entatiriwianirateh, tohne onen enonwawihyon ne Rotiyanerson ne Katsenhowanen entatiriwianirateh tohne onen enhonteriwateniattereh ne tenhonwanakararen.

AHTEHNIENTENTSERASONHA

KAYONI #55

AKWEKON NE ROTIYANER TENHATIENNA TSI ONYONNIDEKEH NE ONEKORHA ASERIYESONHA

Ehso kayseriyehakhe onekorha wahtaniharon akwekon Rotiyanerson ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh wahtataiyena tsi wahonnonni, ne wahtehniyentenstakwen tsi yatehonatieston ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tahnon ne kariwinhats ne Rotiyanerson ne Ganiyehana, Enenyotehaga, Onondagehaga, Kweyochonhaga tahnon ne Tsonontowanekana tsi yatehonatieston tahnon enska rohnatonhon, ne wahahihonkwe Gayanerekowa ronnonha rotiriwanihraton.

Ne kahti kih onekorha wahtaniharon wahtenientenstakwen nennen Rotsitsenhayen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh. Ne Royaner enhonwarihonten ne enhanotonk, enhatawah ne onekorha tsmikariwes enhatih. Nennen enhahsa ne yehehnotonkwata, toh enharen ne onekorha tsonon nhikaharatat, onen kihhenneneh akwekon ne Rotiyaner tahnon nonkwesonha enyontokey tsi rotiitsenhayen.
WAMPUM #53

RULES FOR CLAN MOTHERS TO FOLLOW IN SELECTING A NEW CHIEF

When the Otiyaner women, holders of a chieftainship title, select one of their sons as a candidate, they shall select one who is trustworthy, of good character, of honest disposition, one who manages his own affairs, and supports his own family, if any, and who has proven a faithful man to his nation.

Note: When the Clan Mothers "select one of their sons" it means one of the men in the Clan who has the proper qualifications. It does not necessarily mean one of their own natural sons, the Clan being a political family.

WAMPUM #54

CLAN MOTHERS HOLD A COUNCIL TO SELECT A NEW CHIEF

When a chieftainship title becomes vacant through death or other cause, the Otiyaner women of the Clan in which the title is hereditary shall hold a council and shall choose one of their sons to fill the office made vacant. Such a candidate shall not be the father of any chief of the League. If the choice is unanimous, the name is referred to the men relatives of the Clan. If they should disapprove, it shall be their duty to select a candidate from among their own number. If then the men and women are unable to decide which of the two candidates shall be named, then the matter shall be referred to the chiefs of the League in the Clan. They shall decide which candidate shall be named. If the men and women agree to a candidate, then his name shall be referred to the sister clan for confirmation. If the sister clans confirm the choice, they shall refer their action to the chiefs of the League who shall ratify the choice and present it to their cousin chiefs, and if the cousin chiefs confirm the name, then the candidate shall be installed by the proper ceremony for the conferring of chieftainship titles.

Note: Again, "one of their sons" means the eligible men of the Clan. The new chief shall have to meet with the approval of all the men, women, Clan Mothers and other Chiefs.

THE SYMBOLS

WAMPUM #55

ALL CHIEFS CONTRIBUTE TO THE MAKING OF GRAND COUNCIL WAMPUM STRINGS

A large bunch of shell strings, in the making of which the Five Nations League Chiefs have equally contributed, shall symbolize the completeness of the unions, and certify the pledge of the Nations, represented by the chiefs of the League of the Mohawk, the Oneida, The Onondaga, the Cayuga, and the Seneca, that all are united and formed into one body, or union, called the Union of the Great Law which they have established.

A bunch of shell strings is to be the symbol of the Council Fire of the League of Five Nations. And the chief whom the Council of Firekeepers shall appoint to speak for them in opening the Council shall hold the strands of shell in his hands when speaking. When he finishes speaking, he shall place the strings on an elevated place or pole so that all the assembled chiefs and the people may see it and know that the Council is open and in progress.
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KAYONI #56
SKASERIYETA ONEKORHA NE KENTOON SKANAKERASA

Wisk nhkaseriyetakeh onekorha wahtaniharon skatneh tehkaneren ne watehnientenstakwen ne Wisk Nikanakereserakeh. Skahseriyekha ne kenton skanakerasera tahnon ne oriwakwekon wisk natekaneren ne kenton yatehoniastion en ne ohwentsasonha, ne rahnatnatonkwen Wisk Nikanakereserakeh Rabononwentsa.

KAYONI #57
WISK NIKON KAHYENKIREH SKATNEH TEKANEHREN NE KENTOON SKAYERONDA TAHNON SKAHNIRONIKONRA

Wisk nhkon kahyenkireh yohniyron tsih skatneh tehkanenhren ne kenton tsi rahtihsatsteh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tsi yatehoniastion, enkwa wahohoton, kahentisita, skayehronta tahnon shahnikonra. Skatne tsi enhotihyotet, enhatiyanehehrensehronni tahnon skatneh enhatihtshayenstakeh ne ahkotsonnonnia ne tahatikon-tontie.

Rotiyanerson skatneh tenhontonteh enkneh sakaksa ne yohri tsanihton ohtahson. Tsinikariwes tehonatskahon yatahohsteh nahoten yoyothye, onen kihneheh yatatahontatreneh tahnon ahontenehwensahrrion. Ahwefek tsihahoton enhontehehniyten ne tohsa ahontehnekwensahrrion.

KAYONI #58
ROYANER TOKANI TIKAWENNIO ONKA ENHASERE TIHONONWENTSATEH ROYIYANERENSERISON ENHOYATONTAKONE KANONSONNIKEH

Onen kahtsi Wisk Nihononwentsakeh Rotiyanerson tohronnehteh tehonatathehntsawakon tehohiinhenrahnen. Ne kenton tohka onka ne Rotiyaner enhariwaroko ne tsi kahsenhayen tohkani ehnre pbhale ne Kanakerasera, rahonakara watehnientenstakwen tsi Royaner tehkahnehrenhatjieb ne rahoyatakehnatserasonha enkehniyatototarheh ne tehonatathehntsawakon ne Rotyianerson. Enhoti ne Rahosenna tahnon ne rahonakara enehwesennhe nsebemekonehehnektsi Kanonsonnikheh enkayentakeh.

Tohka sihken olmi tikhawenniyo kahnikayen ne Rotiyaner neh enharako ahaserebh ne rahoitiyamerensera ne tihononwentsateh, enhoyatontako ne Kanonsonnikheh tahnon ne onkahrehson ehnennhatiyereb ne enhohtenhehntke "tehononkoton." Tohnehotiyatawen ne tikawenniyo onka tohka enhathihsereh tihononwentsateh rahoitiyameresera, akwefek enhoti nahoten ahayekwehniyokeh tahnon ahoyentakeh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tahnon tsihnon nihatihnakereh.

Ihseh, Wisk Nihononwentsakeh Sehwayanerson, sehwasatstek, enkonih ne okuireh tohakaryehnhennhe ne tehosowatahehntsawakon, yahki takakwenih tayesehwakasih tohkan tahyehehsowashotarish. Tohnietsi enhahsatstehheh tsi enska sehewatonhon.

OHONTSA FILMS 48
WAMPUM #56

EACH WAMPUM STRING REPRESENTS ONE TERRITORY OF THE NATIONS

Five strings of shell tied together as one shall represent the Five Nations. Each string shall represent one territory and the whole a completely united territory known as the Five Nations Territory.

WAMPUM #57

FIVE ARROWS BOUND TOGETHER "UNITED IN ONE BODY AND ONE MIND"

Five arrows shall be bound together very strong and shall represent on Nation each. As the five arrows are strong bound, this shall symbolize the complete union of the nations. Thus are the FiveNations completely united and enfolded together, united into one head, one body and one mind. They, therefore, shall labor, legislate and council together for the interest of future generations.

Note: When the Confederacy was formed, Deganawida actually demonstrated by taking one arrow and breaking it in half. Then he took five arrows and tried to break it to show how strong the Five Nations can become.

WAMPUM #58

ANY CHIEF OR OTHER PERSONS WHO SUBMIT TO LAWS OF A FOREIGN PEOPLE ARE ALIENATED AND FORFEIT ALL CLAIMS IN THE IROQUOIS NATIONS

There are now the Five Nations League Chiefs standing with joined hands in a circle. This signifies and provides that should any of the chiefs of the League leave the Council and the League, his crown of deer's antlers, the emblem of his chieftainship title, together with his birthright, shall lodge on the arms of the union chiefs whose hands are so joined. He forfeits his title and the crown falls from his brow, but it shall remain in the League.

A further meaning of this is that if, at any time, anyone of the chiefs of the League choose to submit to the law of a foreign people, he is no longer in but out of the League and persons of this class shall be called, "They have alienated themselves" (Tehonatonkoton). Likewise, such persons who submit to laws of foreign nations shall forfeit all birthrights and claims of the League of Five Nations and territory.

You, the League of Five Nations Chiefs, be firm so that if a tree should fall upon your joined hands, it shall not separate you or weaken your hold. So shall the strength of union be preserved.

Note: This means that the Indians who follow the laws made by foreigners and it includes Canada's Indian Act and the United States Federal Indian Law have alienated themselves from their own nations. That is why an Indian such as a Mohawk who voted in the elections devised by the Canadian or United States governments have to be reinstated in a special ceremony to regain their lost Iroquois citizenship which they lost by the simple act of voting in the Canadian Band Council or United States Tribal Council elections, as well as voting in Canada's national or the United States national elections. "Code" means a body of laws or a nation. Accepting the Handsome Lake Code which is a Quaker Code is a violation of this Wampum #58 of the Great Law.
Tohka nikaseriyetakhe onekorha, ahsen nih~ashakeh nihyens, nehne ehnehken ne ahsennu karaken nihyoenkhe ehataheh nokwatih ahsernen, kahontsi nenneheh tahnon akwekon sahtethonatkwane ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh rononkwe tsi rothihsin. Ne kenton yatontiesteh skahentsistah, skahyehronta tahnon sehwaiontontimontsera tahnon ne Skennen kariwanihrats rotison ne Rotiyanerson ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh. Ne tsihnon karaken nihyot ne onekorha nehne kenton ne Koononkw tahnon ne tsinon ne kahontsi nenne kenton Rononkwe. Ne ohni kenton ne kahontsi kasatstensera tahnon rohnawis ne kariwatoiken nahoten ahonhonntonon ne rononkwke.

Ne kihken ahseriyeh onekorha, ne rohnawis ne onkwesonha ahsnenaahotihaharateh ne wahononhara Rotiyaner. Toka sihken tohka nihatih ne Rotiyaner, tohka akwekon tsinihati ahontaihita tsinon yahetkonwathiriwahihi ne onkwesonha tahnon yatahontahonsateh ne Kahnstensera ahotiwenna (wasenensawenrate), tohneh kahti tonienkahs tsinon kotitsenhayentakwe ne kahnenrakwekon ne kononkwke ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh. Tohka ne Rotiyaner wahononwanatehns ahsen niakayenteheh tahnon sekon yatahontahonsateh, tohneh kih onen tonienhenweh rathihosakeh yenkanane ne rononkwe ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh. Onen kahti ne Ahsarkekowatson entonwennon ne tsinatsenstera tahnon ne ahononhonnonton, wahtiyanerengayerentanehe ne yahontawehyateh ahonwarehtasaron ne Royaner tohkan Rotiyaner ne ahatiriwakwarisih, tahontonkehlehe ne yohahakens tsinon niaheh. Tohka ne Rotiyaner enhontahonsatateh, enhonnihron: "Royorenehe tenyakwariwaserako." Toka tkayerih tsinitsi tenhatrihiwaserako tahnon tehtiatenro ne Gayanerekowa, tohneh kahti ne Rotiyanerson satiyatason asheh tsi ensahtiriwanihareh tahnon tentontikawhe ne "Kahriwanihrats Onekorha." Tohneh onen ne Ahsarkekowatson ensonakonatatih ne Rotiyaner, ensakotihretsahron ahotiriwakwarishonhakeh.

Tohka sihken ne Rotiyaner yatahontontateh ne ahononhonsateh ne ahsenhaton nenhonwahtihor, tehoriwakheh enwahton enwatahsawen: tohka ne rononkwke tsi rohtisenshenyen enhonnochetshe re tahonshonwahnakarako ne Royaner tohkan Rotiyaner; tohkan tensakotihronwarehekot tsiniyoreh enhonniyeh. Tohka ne rahihihtsenhakon ne ahatihrako ne ahsnassahotihrontiakeh, Ahsarkekowa yenhotahrashe ne Royaner tohkan Rotiyaner, tohnon enheron:

"Sehwayanerons! Ne wehsowarako ne tohsa ahyehsewasereh tsiniyorihotenne Gayanerekowa, onen kahti wahakwahrihowanateh tsi yahonka tehenskotekh tsinon nihsehwtiaks, tahnon tsonokwanakarako ne kayehronistakwen ne Royaner tahnon ahkora ensonwatiyataroh ne tohs ensontien. Onen kahti, sahsowahnokotatok!"

Tohka sihken ne rononkwke, tsi rotitsenhenyen, neh enhathihrako ne tehkehehhsaton yohateh, Ahsarkowa yensakotothi ne rononkwke toh yahontawehyateh tsi totitsenhenyen tohyehontient tsi rathihtskotem ne Rotiyaner ronwohritiworton. Nennen enhontatehwehlyennentaneheh, ne Ahsarkekowa, yatehonentsteton tsi royehnawakon ne kahontsi onekorha ahseriyehsonha, ensakorori ne ratiriwaksen Rotiyaner:

"Onen Kahti, Sehwayanerson ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, sehwahtonten ne ennakenka entsontsiwenunanke ne sonkwetasona. Yatehsehwahtonsatateh ne kononkwke wakotitwakenyen yontsirwanontonni tahontonsehwakekeh, yaheteyetsiyahonksataten ne rononkwke kanakerasarkwekon yontsirwanekenni ne tkayeri tsinitsi ahyehsewatahsawen. Sehwehntenstanihratton tsi yatahyaontyontonon ne onkwesonha tahnon yatahontayentsiyon ne kariwakwarishonhroma, ensakok sonkwyanon ne ahyakwatahsawen."

Tohne onen ne Ahsarkekowa enhatkaweh ne kahontsi onekorha ehtakeh yenkayentahneh, tahnon ne
WAMPUM  #59

IN CASE ANY OR ALL CHIEFS GO AGAINST THE GREAT LAW,
THEY MAY EITHER BE DEPOSED OR EXECUTED
BY THE WAR CHIEF AND HIS MEN

A bunch of wampum strings, three spans of the hand in length, the upper half of the bunch being white and the lower half black, and formed from equal contributions of the men of the Five Nations, shall be the token that the men have combined themselves into one head, one body and one thought, and it shall symbolize their ratification of the peace pact of the League, whereby the Chiefs of the Five Nations have established the Great Peace. The white portion of the shell strings represent the women and the black portion of men. The black portion, furthermore, is a token of power and authority vested in the men of the Five Nations.

This string of wampum vests the people with the right to correct their erring chiefs. In case a part of the chiefs or all of them pursue a course not vouched for by the people and heed not the third warning of their women relatives (Wasenensawennate). Then the matter shall be taken to the general council of the Women of the Five Nations. If the chiefs notified and warned three times fail to heed, then the case falls into the hands of the men of the Five Nations. The War Chiefs shall then by right of such power and authority, enter the open Council to warn the chief or chiefs to return from their wrong course. If the chiefs heed the warning, they shall say: "We shall reply tomorrow." If then an answer is returned in favor of justice and in accord with the Great Law, then the Chiefs shall individually pledge themselves again, by again furnishing the necessary shells for the pledge. Then shall the War Chief or Chiefs exhort the chiefs, urging them to be just and true.

Should it happen that the chiefs refuse to heed the third warning, then two courses are open: either the men may decide in their council to depose the chief or chiefs, or to club them to death with war clubs. Should they in their council decide to take the first course, the War Chief shall address the chief or chiefs saying:

"Since you, the chiefs of the Five Nations, have refused to return to the procedure of the Constitution, we now declare your seats vacant and we take off your horns, the token of your chieftainship, and others shall be chosen and installed in your seats. Therefore, vacate your seats."

Should the men in their council adopt the second course, the War Chief shall order his men to enter the Council, to take positions beside the errant chief's sitting between them wherever possible. When this is accomplished, the War Chief holding in his outstretched hand a bunch of black wampum strings shall say to the erring chiefs:

"So now, Chiefs of the Five Nations, harken to these last words from your men. You have not heeded the warnings of the General Council of Women and you have not heeded the warnings of the Men of the Nations, all during you to the right course of action. Since you are determined to resist and to withhold justice from you people, there is only one course for us to adopt."

At this point, the War Chiefs shall drop the bunch of black wampum and the men shall spring to their feet and club the erring chiefs to death. Any erring chief may become submissive before the War Chief lets fall the Black Wampum. The Black Wampum here used symbolizes that the power to execute is buried, but it may be raised up again by the men. It is buried, but when the occasion arises, they may pull it up and derive their power and authority to act as here described.

*Note:* The right to decide on execution is held by both the General Council of the Men of the Five Nations and the General Council of the Women of the Five Nations. So is the right to decide on war. The "War Chief shall order his men." In the present century a new title has been given to the War Chief and his men: "The Warrior Society."
GAYANEREKOWA
ronnonkwe tenhatitaneh tahnon tensakotinonwahrehekone ne Rotiyaner tehotingoskenhen tsiniyoreh enhonnihieyeh. Dohka onka ne Royaner enusatrehwateh hoheren tsiyorykeh entowasenneh ne onekorha, yaki tahanwahryo.

Ne kahontsi onekorha, ne yaken kahycntchrcstakwen tsi rahatien tsi kayatatnen ne ronstakwa ne ahsakotiryoh, nektisi enwahlon ko ensatihketsko ne ronnonkwe katke tehontenwentsoweh, ensonnehtahko tahnon ensontsteh ne rahotisatsstensera tehnon ne ahontahonnonton tsinyot tsi kih wahtarrih.

KAYONI #60

KAYONNI AHTIATANHA NE YAYAK NIHONONWENTIAKE KANONSONNIONWE

Onekorha atiatanah ahsenniwaheh—sahtehkon nikhanekhorhakeh natwatahkahron, ahsennonnun wehrisareh, tsi yohtonnion tehkehniisson tehyothekehkeronteh tsitekatsinehtaharon tahnon akwekon toh yatehwasonterohnion ne ahwerianeh, newahtehnienstakwen tsi enka rohnatonion ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh.

Ne tiotierentakwen tehyotekkeronteh skahnikwati nonkwa nehneh Ganienkehaga Raohtiinakeraserah tahnon ne rahononwentsa, ne tahnon tehkehnihaton tehyotekkeronteh tahnon akta tsi wehrisareh nihatihyatoron ne Onenyotahkahon ne rahononwentsa tahnon ne Karaken niwehrisaohten ahsennnon non, nekenhne Onondagehaga tahnon ne rahononwentsa. Nehoni kenton ne ahweryane ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh ensa ikhen tsi tkahnes ne Skennenkowa tahnon tohnon ne Skennenkowa nihyotenaktoni ahweryasakon (Onondagehaga Rotiyanseron) tahnon tohnon nenatatisenhayenhekhe ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh. Neh ohni kenton nen tonwahamwi ne yahatirekhe ne skennen ahonton ne akehonon ratinakeraserakeron, ahontehrishen tsi tehontatawentos. Ne teyonekehkeronteh tsi kawehyentehtakwen nohkwati ne wehyahsahreh Kwehonkonhaga ratiyatoron tahnon ne rahononwentsa tohnon ne kahyerihaton tehyotekkeronteh ne rahonawen ne Tsonontowahenahga tahnon rahononwentsa.

Ne arihonnih karaken watston nehtsi ne enhakyeterehstakwen tsi yatahonton ne kahnikonrakson tohkan kahnohstatera ahtiatenhaktomni ne rahothihnikonrakon ne Rotiyaner tsi rotitsenhayen ahsennakon ne Skennenkowa. Karaken ne ahtehniententsera ne skennen, kahnoronkwasera ahtatihentehron, tahnon ne sahtayoton, tehohnakwatasehton tahnon rothintihonkonarereh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh.

KAYONI #61

TOHKA TEHNEN TAHWEH NE TEHYOTENONYANITON YOHERON

Tohka tennon tahweh ne tehyotehnonyahniton tahnon anikkonrareh ne ronhonheh tanhon ne tahatikonsototie ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, ne onka enhakwani enharaten rahonhaha ehenken tiotkwirateh. Nennen yenrahweh okwirakenyateh, yahtenhatkononweh tahnon tohka tehnen enhatkatoh ne yohteron tahweh ensakorori ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh ronatkennihson okwirokon ne Skennenkowa tahnon enhenon "Yohriratobahani tehwhinokharonan ne sehwahtesennionia."

Tohne onen ne Rotiyaner enhatitenhayen tahnon ne enhontroyateh kihken tahweh wahetken tahnon yohteron. Nennen oriawakwekon tsi enhonateryentararneh kihken nahoten tahweh, tohneh kih enhatikwirihsakhe ne akaratiskowah tahnon nenenn enhatiihsenri toh tenhontahrarikeh tahnon toh enhontehrahkaren tsi yohtehronoton. Nennen enhatiyotenserenahon ne kih enhotirharekeh enhontesennion ehso wenniserekhen ennahken.
WAMPUM #60

WAMPUM BELT OF THE IROQUOIS CONFEDERACY

A broad belt of wampum of thirty-eight rows, having a white heart in the center, on either side of which are two white squares all connected with the heart by white rows of beads shall be the emblem of the Five Nations.

The first of the squares on the left represents the Mohawk Nation and its territory, the second square on the left and near the heart represents the Oneida Nation and its territory, and the white heart in the middle represents the Onondaga Nation and its territory. It also means that the heart of the Five Nations is single in its loyalty to the Great Peace, and that the Great Peace is lodged in the heart (meaning with Onondaga League Chiefs) and that the Council Fire is to burn there for the Five Nations. Further it means that the authority is given to advance the cause of peace whereby hostile nations out of the League shall cease warfare. The white square to the right of the heart represents the Cayuga Nation and its territory and the fourth and last square represents the Seneca Nation and its territory. White here symbolizes that no evil nor jealous thoughts shall creep into the minds of the chiefs while in Council under the Great Peace, White the emblem of peace, love, charity, and equity surrounds and guards the Five Nations.

Note: The above Wampum Belt was made by Ayonwatha (Hiawatha to the white man) to commemorate the making of the Great Law.

WAMPUM #61

IN CASE A GREAT CALAMITY THREATENS

Should a great calamity threaten the generations rising and living of the Five Nations, then he who is able to climb to the top of the Tree of the Great Long Leaves (White Pine) may do so. When he reaches the top of the Tree, he shall look about in all directions and should he see evil things indeed approaching, then he shall call to the people of the Five United Nations assembled beneath the Tree of the Great Peace and say: "A calamity threatens your happiness."

Then shall the Chiefs convene in Council and discuss the impending evil. When all the truths relating to the trouble shall be fully known and found to be truths, then shall the people seek a tree of Kahnnonkaahkon, the great swamp elm tree and when they shall find it they shall assemble their heads together and lodge for a time between its roots. Then, their labors being finished, they may hope for happiness for many more days after.

Note: This is ancient man's way of warning the people to be ever on the alert to danger, discuss it and do something about it.
KAYONI #62

GAYANEREKOWA ENWATEHWENANOTON

Nennen Rotitsenhayen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tohka enhonnomhetsteh ne ahontechehwananoton ne ahiahanha onekorha ahonsahomneyaraneg ne gayanerenserasonha, enhonwakwatakwashe ne rahwehnanotanehe yohnetsa tsinon nenhatien. Yahtahonsahontseh nennahken kih tsinon nahatien, "henhatihkwehniesteh ne tsinilyorihowaneg ne Gayanerenesera".

------

KAYONI #63

ENNITSI ENWATEHWENANOTON NE GAYANEREKOWA

Katke ne tehniyaseh ronwathiyenha ne tehhotitarakeh tsi katsenhoteh satenniriwanonweheh tsi yaskaneks nahonatonteneh ahontewehehnanoton ne Gayanerekowa, tahnon ahonsaneyahrane tsinitsi rohiwataton ne rohsone ne Kanonsonnionwe, enhonwarori ne Atotarho. Ensakohnikonisakeh wisk nihatih ne rosatsethen Rotiyaneh tahnon rohonona enesakotinikonrisakeh ne sahtekon nihontatekena Rotiyanersen. Tohka enhonniehrehre ahsakotinikonrayerihten ne tehniyaseh ronwathiyenha tehhotihtitarakeh, Atotarho yensakotorih ratiriwakarehniens ensakotiroiri tsinihatih ne Rotiyanersen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh. Tohnek onen yenhonwatoriren ne Ahsarekowa ahsakororyana ne rontatekena tahnon ronrashokton rotiyanerson tsisi rontkennihsahaneh tahnon katkeh tahnon kahnonweh.

Nennen akwekon wahontatiatarorokeh, Atotarho tenhatihyenna ne ronrashokon Rotiyaner, enhonwarihonten sahyata ne Ronyane enhawhehnanoton Gayanerekowa ahtiatana haahonatontehneg ne tehniyaseh ronwathiyenha. Tohnek onen ne ronwayatarakwen tentananeltha ne Gayanerekowa.

------

KAYONI #64

GAYANERENSERA RATEHRENNOTAKOWA TEHSAKONAKARAHERHA

Nennen yoteriwatention ne Tephonwatinakarahehra ne Rotiyane, tohka sahyatah renethron ne rawehyendedeh ne ahatah tahnon enhatehrewnoden ne Gayanerekowa tahnon ne Skennen Kahrenna, toh yatenhatahe tsi kahtsenhoteh tahnon nenen enhasah sok ihshi nakatsenhati niehenrehe tahnon rahanha tensatatariwahserakwashe. Tahrehtiaronkwen tsi ensakoyotenseh tsiniyoreh akwekon enhasah. Ne enhonwananotkwe "Tehkehni Tehakonsonteh": nehtsi tahtetaronkwen tsi katsenhayen wahatathih tahnon wahatehrewnoten.
WAMPUM #62

READING THE GREAT LAW

When the League of the Five Nations Council declares for a reading of the belts of shell to mind these laws, they shall provide for the reader a specially made mat woven of the fibers of wild hemp. The mat shall not be used again, for such formality is called "honoring the importance of the law."

Note: The reading of the Great Law from the Wampum is very important and honorable. Some Indians won't read the Great Law in its written form because it says it should be recited every five years from the Wampum records. That's the way it had to be done originally because there was no written language. Now that there is a written language, Deganawida would have certainly recommended and urged that the people read the Great Law often. There are chiefs who don't even know when they are violating the law because they refuse to read it in its written form.

WAMPUM #63

HOW THE GREAT LAW IS RECITED

Should two sons of opposite sides of the Council Fire agree (istawa) in a desire to hear the reciting of the laws of the Great Peace and so refresh their memories in a way specified by the Founder of the League, they shall notify Atotarho. He shall consult with five of his cousin chiefs and they in turn shall consult with their eight brethren. Then should they decide to accede to the request of the two sons from the opposite sides of the Council Fire, Atotarho shall send messengers to notify the chiefs of each of the Five Nations. Then they shall dispatch their War Chief to notify their brother and cousin chiefs of the meeting and its time and place.

When all have come and have assembled, Atotarho, in conjunction with his cousin chiefs, shall appoint one chief who shall repeat the laws of the Great Peace to the two sons. Then the chosen one shall repeat the laws of the Great Peace.

Note: "Two sons of opposite sides of the Council Fire" means two ordinary men, non–chiefs who are members of different clans who sit opposite each other across the Council Fire. Atotarho's "five cousin chiefs" means those who sit opposite him in the Onondaga Council. "Their eight brethren" means brother Chiefs who sit on the same side of the Council Fire. It would seem that the Wampum reader repeats, that is, reads the Great Law twice, once to the two sons and then to everybody.

WAMPUM #64

THE EXPERT SPEAKER/SINGER OF THE LAW AT THE INSTALLATION RITES

At the ceremony of the installation of chiefs, if there is only one expert speaker and singer of the Law and the Song of Peace to stand at the Council Fire, then when this speaker and singer has finished addressing one side of the Fire, he shall go to the opposite side and reply to his own speech and song. He shall act for both sides of the Fire until the entire ceremony has been completed. Such a speaker and singer shall be termed "Two–faced" because he speaks and sings for both sides of the Fire.

Note: People can become lax and negligent and suddenly find themselves without the right kind of speakers and singers.
KAYONI #65
WAHAHDYATATA NE NE YONTEHRiyostakwasonha

Ihih, Deganaawida, tahnnon ne Rotiyaner, onen wahakwakwihrotsi nahonhaha tiokwihres (skarenhesokowa) tahnnon ne tsi wahosonwakarontahne tohyahonkwati akwekon ne yonteriyostakwa. Ihnon ohontsonok tkaniintarehnion (Tionawatehion) yayeonyonkweryentareh kahniyonkeniintarinion tohyahonkwatih akwekon ne yonteriyostakwa. Sayakwakenrenten tahnnon toh sayakwakwirotten. Tohnitsi ne Skennenkowa wahkayentanch tahnon, enwarteriwahten ne tayeniotatienjson tsi natehontereh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakhe, nek enskayentakeh ne skennen tsi natehontereh ne yahtehonatieston Wisk Nihononwentsakhe.

E/ISATERIWARAKO

KAYONI #66
ROHSENNANİEN TOHKANI YOHSENNANİEN

Sakoyenha ne ronkwe toka yakayatakats, yontenweyensta, tohkani ehso tsiyehwiwyentehtehnion tohkani ehso tsi yontatehnohonkw, toka enhontontateh ne yeksaha akotara, enharako ne kahsenna ne rohniha tsinihotaroteh kahsennasonha tahnon ensakosennon tsinihatiyehra ne sakothihennawis. Yatiewotakwenkwen tahnon ne enhatinatonkwe "Rohssennanien tohkani Yohtsenanien."

KAYONI #67
NE ENSAKOTTISENNON NE TIHOTIHTARATEAH TOHKANI TIHOTINAKERASERATEH

Tohka onka ne Wisk Nihononwentsakhe enhaskanekhe ne onka ahsosennon tohkani ahsakosennon ne tihotihtarateh tohkani tihotinakerasereh, enwahton ne enharako ne kahsenna tahnon ensakosennon. Tohnitsi enwarteriwatentiaton tsinitsi sahkothsennawis. Yahtiewotakwenkwen tahnon ne enhathinatonkwe "Rohssennanien tohkani Yohtsenanien." Kennehkaseriyeteshen onekorha entewatkwaten tahnon ne kahsenna, enwatehehyperonkheh tahnon enkariwanihrahton.
WAMPUM #65

BURying THE Weapons CEREmony

I, Deganawida, and the United Chiefs, now uproot the tallest tree (skarenhesekowa) and into the hole thereby made, we case all weapons of war. Into the depths of the earth, down into the deep underneath currents of water (Tionswatetsien) flowing to unknown regions we cast all the weapons of strife. We bury them from sight and we plant again the tree. Thus, shall the Great Peace be established and hostilities shall no longer be known between the Five Nations, but peace to the United People.

Note: The Five Nations buried their weapons of war so they'll never fight and kill each other again and they haven't. They only unbury the war club to execute a traitor. However, they did not bury the hatchet to all their enemies for they fought numerous wars and battles after the Iroquois Confederacy was founded and the Great Law was established.

ADOPTIONS

WAMPUM #66

"A NAME HUNG ABOUT THE NECK"

The father of a child of great comeliness, learning, ability or specially loved because of some circumstance may, at the will of the child's Clan, select a name from his own (the father's) Clan and bestow it by ceremony, such as is provided. The naming is only temporary and shall be called, "A name hung about the neck."

Note: A given name can be only temporary.

WAMPUM #67

GIVING A NAME TO A PERSON OF ANOTHER CLAN OR A FOREIGN NATION

Should any person, a member of the League of the Five Nations, especially esteem a man or a woman of another Clan or of a foreign nation, he may choose a name, bestow it upon that person so esteemed. The naming shall be in accord with the ceremony of bestowing names. Such a name is only temporary and shall be called, "A name hung about the neck". A short string of shells shall be delivered with the name as a record and a pledge.

Note: This type of name giving is more serious as a string wampum and a pledge are involved.
KAYONI #68
NE ENHATIRIWANONTON AHONTIATAREN TSI KENTARAKERHON
Tohka onka ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, skawahtsiratson, tohkani tsonkwelatson
tihsarwentsateh enhatiriwianonton ne ahotiatahen katioknikayen tsini kentarakeh ne Wisk
Nihononwentsakeh, entatkaweh tokanih entontkaweh ne onekohra sehwashaha nihyens, ne
rahotiriwiharihatahsera ne rahohihtarakaon tsinon ronnehre ahontiataren. Tohneh onen ne Rotiyaner
ne Kanakerasera tenhatihyatoheheh tahnnon enhatirihwenteheh.

----------

KAYONI #69
NO TOKA ONKA TEHOTONWENTSONI AHSAKOYATIHNIONTE NE TSONKWETA,
SKAWATSIRA TOHKANIT TOHKA NIHKAWatSIRAKEH
Tihkawenniyo onka ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, tohka tehotonwentsonih ahsakoyathihihionteh ne
tsonkweta, skawatsihra tohkan tohka nihkawatsihrakeh, enwahton ne enhoriwanontonseh tohkani
ensakoriwianontonseh tahnnon tohka enhatiriwanonwehne tohnenhatirihwienhayehe tsonon
entatihkanenyon ne Rotiyaner tahnnon ohnenktsi entatiriwihirateh tahnnon enhonnohetsteh ne
Rotiyaner.

----------

KAYONI #70
TSINENHATIYEREH NENNEN WAHONTEHKWETARAKO
Nennen ne Rotiyaner wahatiriwahamiraheh tsi onkatiok wahonthehkwetaroheh, tohne kahti ne
Rotiyaner ne Kanakerasera ensakotirihehsarone ne onkwesonoheh, enhonniheh:

"Onen kahti, tsonkwehsonwheson ne onkwenakerasera, sehaweryentarak ne ...
(rahosenna, rahoitiwatsireh tohkkani ratiwatsirehsoneh wahonteriheh
ne ahonsahontatehntakwone ne ahenonna ne tsonon tohtinakeraton tahnnon
wahatiyatesah nahkon ohwentokoheh. Ken enshakahwiheh, tohsa onka ne
onkwanakerasera enkatroyat nahosenna tsonon tatinakeraton. Ne
Tohnayetowayehreh de tenkasteriheh ne enwatokten ne skenenn."
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WAMPUM #68

ASKING TO BE ADOPTED INTO A CLAN

Should any member of the Five Nations, a family or a person belonging to a foreign nation submit a proposal for adoption into a clan or one of the Five Nations, he or she shall furnish a string of shells, a span in length, as a pledge to the Clan into which he or they wish to be adopted. The Chiefs of the Nation shall then consider the proposal and submit a decision.

Note: Adoption is how the Clans are kept at full strength.

WAMPUM #69

FOR ONE TO ADOPT A PERSON, A FAMILY OR A NUMBER OF FAMILIES

Any member of the Five Nations, who through esteem or other feelings, wishes to adopt an individual, a family, or a number of families, may offer adoption to him or them, and if accepted, the matter shall be brought to the attention of the Chiefs for confirmation and the Chiefs must confirm the adoption.

Note: Anyone may adopt a person or many persons but must get official sanction by the Rotiyaner in Council.

WAMPUM #70

WHAT TO DO AFTER ADOPTION

When the adoption of anyone shall have been confirmed by the Chiefs of the Nation, the chiefs shall address the people of the Nation and say:

"Now you of our Nation, be informed that, ... (such a person, such a family, or such families), have ceased forever to bear their birth nation's name and have buried it in the depth of the earth. Henceforth let no one of our Nation ever mention the original name or nation of their birth. To do so will hasten the end of our peace."

Note: The name of the adopted person's nation or birth place must never be mentioned as it causes trouble or end of the peace.
AHONTEHWENETEHEH

KAYONI #71

TOHKA EHREN ENHONNETEHE TSI NENHATIYEREHE

Tohka onka thakahni kawatsirakwekon ne rahononkweta ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh enhonskanekeh ne ehren ahonneteh tsinon nihatiwnakereh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh. Onentsi ensakotiori ne Rotiyaner ne rahothihnakerasera tahnnon ne Katsenhowanen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeheh enho okenseh.

Nennen tohka tsonkweta tokahni kenniyakon enhatirimahrako tahnnon ehren enhonneteh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tahnnon ihnon yensontien, onen ne Rotiyaner ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tohka enhonnereh, enwahton ne yenhonwahtenhiehteh rarewakarehnhies yenhahaweh tehwatakaron atiataha naahontsi niyot ne onekorha tahnnon nennen yenraweh ensakotkennisateh ne onkwesonha tahnnon ensakotatih, ensakonatohaseh ne atiataha naahontsi niyot ne onekorha tahnnon enthokenseh tsi ne rotiroris ahonsahontentih tsinon nihtonehnon tahnnon tsinon rahtitsenhayentakwa.

----------------------

HOWENTSAH RAOHNAWEN

KAYONI #72

TSINI KAYANERENSEROTEN NE HOWENTSAH RAOHNAWEN

Ne ohkenra tsi yohwentsateh, tsi tiotasaweh tsiniyoreh yehyotokten ne rahonawen ne toh rahtinakereh. Netshi tohnon nihotinakeratono ne Onkwehonwe, rohornha tohnatiertenon onkwe rohnatonh$ rohornha kahti rahonawen tsinon nihathiweh tahnnon yahonka nakoreson tehitiriwayen ne hahontawa. Enkneh sakayanerensera tiotken ne sihontsta tisnahe ne ahonhaha tioriwakayon.

----------------------

KAYONI #73

OYA NA TEHATIYATOSTENS NE ONKWESONHA , AKTEHNON NIHATINAKAREH TAHNON OYA NATEHATIWEENNOTENS

Ne Sonkwayathison enkhnehasehkwensa tahnnon enkneh sonkenra tsi wahsonkwayatonnih nektsi tihkawenatehnhion yohson ne kanakeraserasonha, akwekon tehsonkwawi kahnnon entowatohrahtshekeh tahn kehnon neyonionwentsayentakeh tahnnon waheyeronnisteheh tisno natekontakhanion.
EMIGRATION

WAMPUM #71

ABOUT EMIGRATING TO A DISTANT REGION

When a person or family belonging to the Five Nations desires to abandon their Nation and the territory of the Five Nations they shall inform the chiefs of their Nation and the Council of the League of Five Nations shall take notice of it.

When a person or any of the people of the Five Nations emigrate and reside in a distant region away from the territory of the League of Five Nations, the chiefs of the Five Nations at will may send a messenger carrying a broad belt of black shells and when the messenger arrives, he shall call the people together or address them personally, displaying the belt of black shells and they shall know that this is an order for them to return to their original homes and to their Council Fires.

Note: The Rotiyaner may or may not recall an emigrant depending on the circumstances.

LAND TITLE

WAMPUM #72

LAW OF OWNERSHIP

The soil of the earth from one end to the other is the property of people who inhabit it. By birthright, the Onkwehonwe, the original beings, are the owners of the soil which they own and occupy and none other may hold it. The same law has been held from the oldest times.

Note: The Onkwehonwe legal opinion is that the natives of America were the first humans on this land. The originated in the land they live on and occupy and no foreigners have the right to take over the land. The so-called "conquest of America" is simply a bare-faced robbery of Indian land.

WAMPUM #73

PEOPLE MADE DIFFERENT,
PUT IN DIFFERENT LANDS AND SPEAK DIFFERENT LANGUAGES

The Great Creator has made us of one blood and of the same soil he made us, and as only different tongues constitute different nations, he established different hunting grounds and territories and made boundary lines between them.

Note: Each nation has a boundary line to stay within. Also no race of people has a "God given" right to invade other races.
TIHONONWENTSATEH SKANAKERASERA

KAYONI #74

NE TIHATINAKERASERATEH YA TIEYOTKONTAKWEN TSI ENHONTAWEHYATEN

Nennen ne tihononwentsateh tohka skanakerasera tohkani tsokweta, enhonwahtiyatinhionteh ne Wisk Nihonorwentsakeh, yatieyotkontakwen. Tohka kihken skanakerasera tohkani ken tenhadioiskennah tohkani ensakotironyakenteit, tahnon tohka tenhonnikonranah ne skennen, tohne ne Rotiyane enhonwarihonten ne Ahsarekwa ne ahsakotehten. Tohka sehkon tohnensathiyereh, kihken sonteriwahtehwata akwekon ensonwahnhatekwhateh tsinon nihatinakereh ne Wisk Nihonorwentsakeh.

KAYONI #75

NE TIHATINAKERASERATEH RONATEHKWENHATIE TEHONATONWENTSO YAHONTKONTAKWE TSI HAHONTAWEHYATEN

Nennen ne tikanakerasereh rayatareh tohnentreh rahonorwentsakeh ne Wisk Nihonorwentsakeh ne rawehekonhatie ne yahakontakwe tsitoh enhatien, ne tohnon Rotiyane tisnon Kanakerasera yahariwanonten, tenonwaroton tahnon enhonwakweniensteh tahnon enhonwayadinionteh ne rohotinakeraserakon. Tohnitsi enhoyanerenserayenteraneh tsikiniyon ne ronatiakah toknikon yatahotiwenneyentahneh katsenhakon ne Wisk Nihonorwentsakeh.

KAYONI #76

TIHONONWENTSATEH RONWATIYATINHIONTON YA TEHOTIWENNAYEN

Yohonka ne tihononwentsateh tsiniihiathih ronwatiyatinhiontonteh tehotiwenneyentaneh ne Katsenhakon ne Wisk Nihonwentsakeh, nekkok ne ronwatiyatarakwen ronaterihonteh Rotiyane nekkok rotiwennayen ne Katsenhakon. Ne tihononwentsateh tihatinekwensateh, yatahotiyen nohoten ahontahontorokteh ne ahotiwenneyentaneh. Tohka sikhken wahotiwanneyentaneh, yatehonateryentereh ne tsiniihotirihoten ne Kanonsounikeh, yohka enkonwawennontih ne Skennenkowa. Tohnenteweh ne Skennenkowa tenwanikonharen tahnon tohka tenkarineh.
FOREIGNERS

WAMPUM #74

ALIEN NATIONS ADMITTED ON A TEMPORARY BASIS

When any alien nation of individual is admitted into the League, the admission shall be understood only to be a temporary one. Should the person or nation create loss or do wrong, causesuffering of any kind to endanger the peace of the League, the League statesmen shall order one of their War Chiefs to reprimand him or them. If a similar offense is committee, the offending party shall be expelled from the League.

WAMPUM #75

ALIEN REFUGES SEEKING PERMANENT RESIDENCE

When a member of an alien nation comes to the territory of the League and seeks refuge and permanent residence, the Statesman of the Nation to which he comes shall extend hospitality and make him a member of the Nation. Then he shall be accorded equal rights and privileges in all matters except as mentioned here.

WAMPUM #76

TEMPORARY ADOPTIONS

No body of alien people who have been adopted temporarily shall have a vote in the Council of the Chiefs of the League, for only they who have been invested with chieftainship titles may vote in the Council. Aliens have nothing by blood to make claim to a vote and should they have it, not knowing all the traditions of the League, might go against the Great Peace. In this manner, the Great Peace would be endangered and perhaps be destroyed.

Note: The word "vote" is used here to mean "voice" as there is no voting or balloting in the National or Grand Councils of the Five Nations. Only the Rotiyaner have a voice in the Councils unless an individual is asked to speak by the Rotiyaner.
KAYONI #77
KENNHKARIWESSA TSI RONWATIYATINONTON ONWATON ENSONWANATEHKWATEH

Nennen ne Rotiyanerson enhonnereh ahsakotiyatihnioteh tihononwentsateh tahnnon wahontonkwetarako, Rotiyaner ensakotiori tsi yahtiehyotkontakwen. Ensakotiori oohnih tohsa katke ahontehmienten ronnonha ahontahonnonton tahnnon tehnen ahatihyotateh tokani ahsakotikarewateh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, tohkani ahatiriwakenron ne Skennenkowa tahnnon konharen tohkani ahsakotikarewateh, tohka katkeh ne watenakeraserarakwen enhatikenron ronwatiroti tsi wahtenes, enskarihshon tsi watonkwetarakwen tahnnon ensonwanatehkwateh.

Kennitsi ensonwahwahatehkwateh: Tsi rotitsenhayen toh enhonwarihonten sahyateh ne Ahsarakowatson ne yenhariwenhaweh tahnnon enhenron:


KAYONI #78
TIHATINAKERASEREATEH RONWATIRETSARONS NE AHATIYENA NE SKENNENKOWA

Katkeh ne tihononwentsateh enhontiatataharen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tohkahni enhatiriwayehna ne Skennenkowa, enhonteriwayeronnne ne tihononwentsakeh tsi enhontahmienten ne tensakotinikonrakenni tihononwentsateh ne ahatiriwayehna ne Skennenkowa.
KANONSONNIONWE
Iroquois Confederacy
The Long House

DEGANAWIDA's original plan not carried out

The Founder wanted all Onkwehonwe in the Long House. He was able to gather only five nations in his time. He left the work of uniting nations to his successors and coming generations. They fell down on the job. Not only did they not get more nations into the Confederacy, but instead devised a protectorate of nations; i.e. an empire of subject nations, which was not Deganawida's plan. Missionaries admit they provoked the protectorate nations to attack their protectors. Started a war that lasted over 100 years. When the smoke cleared, all the protectorate nations were extinct and the Long House was reduced and weakened. It enabled the Europeans to take over the continent. A great lesson here not to lord over others but to make them into equals.
WAMPUM #77

THE TEMPORARY ADOPTED MAY ALSO BE EXPELLED

When the chiefs of the League decide to admit a foreign nation and adoption is made, the chiefs shall inform the adopted nation that its admission is only temporary. They shall also say to the nation that it must never try to control; interfere with, or injure the Five Nations, nor disregard the Great Peace or any of its rules or customs. In no way should they cause disturbance or injury. Then shall the adopted nation disregard these injunctions, their adoption will be annulled and they will be expelled.

The expulsion shall be in the following manner: The Council shall appoint one of their War Chiefs to convey the message of annulment and he shall say:

"You, ... (naming the nation), Listen to me while I speak. I am here to inform you again of the will of the Five Nations Council. It was clearly made known to you at a former time. Now the chiefs of the Five Nations have decided to expel you and cast you out. We disown you now and annul your adoption. Therefore you must look for a path in which to go and lead away all your people. It was you, not we, who committed wrong and caused this sentence of annulment. So then go your way and depart from the territory of the Five Nations and away from the League."

Note: The Tuscaroras were admitted into the Iroquois Confederacy in 1714 and given a piece of Oneida territory. It was too close to white settlements and they asked for land further away and were given land in Seneca territory. They were not a foreign Indian nation. They had found their way back to their own people. A different situation would exist if an alien Indian nation living in their own territory asked to join the Iroquois Confederacy which was the original plan of Deganaivida, to have all Indian nations unite in one big alliance. They never got beyond Five Nations. The Tuscaroras were not given a voice in the Grand Council and all other Indian nations seeking admission were given protectorate Indian nation status with no voice nor power in the Confederacy. This is not what Deganaivida had in mind. Had his plan been followed, there would now be a mighty Iroquois Confederacy of more than 200 nations with a country of its own. The missionaries take the credit for this failure to create a pan-American Confederacy. They say they went all over America to all Indian nations and spread propaganda against the Iroquois Confederacy, especially against the Mohawks whom they consider the most militant and most able organizers. Actually, it was the elitist Five Nations Chiefs who are responsible for the weakness of the Confederacy today.

WAMPUM #78

FOREIGN NATIONS URGED TO ACCEPT THE GREAT PEACE

Whenever a foreign nation enters the League or accepts the Great Peace, the Five Nations and the foreign nation shall enter into an agreement and compact by which the foreign nation shall endeavor to persuade the other nations to accept the Great Peace.

Note: They asked other nations to help spread peace among mankind.
AHTERIYOSERA

KAYONI #79

AHTERIYOSERA TAHNON AHONATATEWEYHNENTAHON

Skanawadi tehkehni tenhoterihtakeh tahnnon enhateriwatentiatekeh. Enska nehne Royaner ihken, tahnnon ne enska nehne Ahsarakowa. Tohka enyontehriyo, akwekon enisakorori ne wisk nihatih Ahsarekowatson ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh nabhontatehweyentaneh ne ahontehriyo tahnnon ne ronnonkwe ahonatatehweyentahon tsnikahawih tahnnon kahnon tenhatiniotatiehson ne rahtihsons ne Skennenkowa.

KAYONI #80

NE TENTEHTONWANANONTONSE NE AHOTIYENTANEH SKENNENKOWA

Nennen ne Katsenhowanen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh enhonnereh ahkayentahneh ne Skennenkowa tsonon nihatinakereh ne tihononwentsateh tahnnon yatahontontateh ne ahatiriwayehna ne Skennenkowa, ne kahti enkarihonni entonnohetstheh tsi totisenhayen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh ne enyontehriyo. Tohkahti nihst enhonnesekeh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh nakayentahneh ne Skennenkowa, enktotehsakonanontonseh tahnnon ensakotihsenni ne tahotirihoron ne hahotiyentaneh ne Skennenkowa.
WAR

WAMPUM #79

ABOUT WAR AND HAVING THE MEN READY (WARRIOR SOCIETY)

Skanawati shall be vested with a double office, duty and double authority. One half of his being shall hold the statesman title and the other half shall hold the title of War Chief. In the event of war, he shall notify the five War Chiefs of the League and command them to prepare for war and have the men ready at the appointed time and place for engagement with the enemy of the Great Peace.

Note: At the time the Confederacy was formed, all chiefs were war chiefs and this included Skanawati, Tekarihoken, etc. After the new order of things, the War Chiefs became a part of the National and Grand Council until they died and afterwards, the War Chiefs became a separate entity.

WAMPUM #80

ESTABLISHING THE GREAT PEACE ON AN OUTSIDE NATION BY FORCE

When the Council of the League has for its object the establishment of the Great Peace among the people of an outside nation and that nation refuses to accept the Great Peace, then by such refusal they bring a declaration of war upon themselves from the Five Nations. Then shall the Five Nations seek to establish the Great Peace by a conquest of the rebellious nation.

Note: There have been times when people were made good by force. No doubt the rebellious nation was acting aggressively.
IV

KAYONI / WAMPUMS

81-117
KAYONI #81

RONNONKWE ENTONNONTON KANIKAYEN NE AHSAREKOWA ENHANENRINEH NE ENHONTERIYOSERA

Nennen ne ronnonkwe tahnwathnonkeh ne ahonteriyohsera, enhontatehweyehnentaneh ne tahatihmotatichson ne rotinentsistanihron yatahontontateh Ahatiriwayehna ne Skennenkowa, sahyatah ne wisk nihath Ahsarekowa ronnonkwe rontehriyos enhonwayatarakono ne enhanenrinhne ateriyoserakon. Rohteriwayenni ne Ahsarekowa ne ronwayatarakwen toh nahontareh rahothihenton ne rontehriyos tahnon ahsakotati. Ensakorehsahron tsinateyotonhontsohon ne tkayehri tsiniti tahontawenyte tahon ahsakotiwennerakwe ne Ahsarekowatson.

Ensakorehsaron ne ahotinikonrahtsanihton tahnon tohsa nehwenton ennaken ahonnete. Tsiyeyotokteh tsi ensakotatih, ohenton yatenatehkahAkwe tahnon entatasawen tsiwatehrio karennna enhenhehnoten:

Onenkonkenenronne
Nekati enkatieratakwe
Tsiwiwakerennotenne
Wiskniwakonwentsiakhe
Ehtokatinenker ihwaneke
Raonhane Rohshatenserewane
Nerakwawi, nekati neakitiokwa
Rotiskernakete nekati ese
Sashatenserowane
Tiokenshen, nishonne
ne kati ne Takwawi
ne karennna enkaterennoten

Onenk onkehnenrenneh
Ne kahti enkatieratakwe
Tsiwiwakwerennotenneh
Wisk Niwakonwentsakeh
Ehto kahti yenkeh enhiriwanehken
Rahonha ne Rohsatstensereowanen
Ne rakwawi ne kahti ne akitiookwa
Rotiskernakete ne kahti ihse
Sahsatstensereowanen
Tiokenshen, nih sonneh
Ne kati ne takwawi
Ne karennna enkaterennoten

KAYONI #82

AHSAREKOWA ENHATERENNOTEN NE RONTERIOS RAHOTIRENNA TSINIYOREH TSINON RONTERIYOSEREH

Nennen ne rontehriyos ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh wahontehriyonsereh, Ahsarekowa enhaterennoten ne rontehriyos rahotirenna tsiniyoreh yenhonneweh tsitonojwentsahyan ne tenhatihmotatichson, tohnek enhurrenniakeh nennen enhonorori ne rathents tsionen akta ronneh tohneh onen ne Ahsarekowa enhatennikonraren tsiniti akta enhonneteh tahnon enhontatehwehyenentaneh ne tenhontatienteheh.

OHONTSA FILMS
WAMPUM #81

THE MEN OF THE LEAGUE (WARRIOR SOCIETY)
CHOOSE WHICH OF THE WAR CHIEFS TO LEAD THEM IN BATTLE

When the men of the League, now called forth to become warriors, are ready for battle with an obstinate opposing nation that has refused to accept the Great Peace, then one of the five War Chiefs shall be chosen by the warriors of the League to lead the army into battle. It shall be the duty of the War Chief so chosen to come before his warriors and address them. His aim shall be to impress upon them the necessity of good behavior and strict obedience to the commands of the War Chiefs.

He shall deliver an oration exhorting them with great zeal to be brave and courageous and never to be guilty of cowardice. At the conclusion of his oration, he shall march forward and commence a War Song and he shall sing:

Now I am greatly surprised
And therefore I shall use it
The power of my War Song
I am of the Five Nations,
And I shall make an appeal
To the Mighty Creator
He has furnished this army
My warriors shall be mighty
In the strength of the Creator
Between him and my song they are
For it was he who gave the song
This war song that I sing.

Note: The warriors choose the War Chief and they also choose which of the War Chiefs to lead them in the war.

WAMPUM #82

HOW THE WAR PARTY APPROACHES THE ENEMY

When the warriors of the Five Nations are on an expedition against the enemy, the War Chief shall sing the War Song as he approaches the country of the enemy and not cease until his scouts have reported that the army is near the enemy lines when the War Chief shall approach with great caution and prepare for the attack.

Note: An Indian war is not all work and no play. There is entertainment before the action and after.
KAYONI #83

TSINENWATERIOSERENTANE

Nennen skennen sahkayentaneh, onen ontehriyosehrentaneh, tohneh kih ne Ahsarakowa ensakohkwa akwekon ne yontehtiyostakwa ne wahanwatihsenni. Tohneh kahti onen ne Skennenkowa enhatiyatanireteh tahnon ne wahanwatihsehenni kanakerasera enhathihsehreh ne tsiniyorihoten ne Skennenkowa ken enskahawihteh tsinenweh.

KAYONI #84

NE WAHONWATISENNI YENWATASONTEREN TSINIHOTIYANERESEROTEN

Nenne katke ne tihononwentsateh enhonwathihsenni tohkanit romanona rahonatehnikonra enhatiriwayehna ne Skennenkowa, yenwatasontehren ne tsinihotiyanererensoten, nektsi ohnenktisi enhontehriason tsri rontehriyos ne tihatinakerasaterahnion.

KAYONI #85

NENNE NE TIHONONWENTSATEH WAHONWATIYO TSINIWOREH YATONWATIHSATEH

Nenne katke ne tihononwentsateh tsiniyoreh tsi wahanwathihsenni kwatoha yahonwathihsateh, sotsi yatehontontats ne ahatriiwayenah ne Skennenkowa, tohka tihken kanakerasera enhontehriyo tsiniyoreh akwekon enhonniheh, tsinahoten rotiyentakwe tahnon ne rahoncnwentsa, akwekon Wisk Nihononwentsakeh rahonawen enwaton.

KAYONI #86

ENYAKEYARAKWAKE ENKAKWETSKWEN ENKAYEHRONNISTON

Nenne ne tihononwentsateh kanakerasera wahanwatihehsenni, ne wahonatatatehreh entonwathiyatenhawa tsinon nihatihnakereh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tahnon tohnon nenhonwatihteron nakon ne Skennenkowa, ne enhonwathiattonkwe "Sakotisennies" tahnon "Ronwatihsennion". Enkayehronniston enyakeyarakwakheh enkakwatsken wtsinon nihoyen. Ne rokwatihsennion Kanakerasera yatahotiwnenayentakeh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh enhatitsenhayen.
WAMPUM #83

AFTER THE WAR

When peace shall have been established by the termination of the war against a foreign nation, then the War Chief shall cause all the weapons of war to be taken from the nation. Then shall the Great Peace be established and that nation shall observe all the rules of the Great Peace for all time to come.

WAMPUM #84

THE CONQUERED NATIONS MAY CONTINUE THEIR FORMS OF GOVERNMENT

Whenever a foreign nation has been conquered or has by their own will accepted the Great Peace, their own system of internal government may continue, but they must cease all warfare against other nations.

Note: All wars must cease! If necessary by force.

WAMPUM #85

WHEN AN OBSTINATE ENEMY IS EXTERMINATED

Whenever a war against a foreign nation is pushed until the nation is about exterminated because of its refusal to accept the Great Peace and if that nation shall by its obstinacy become exterminated, all their rights, property and territory shall become the property of the Five Nations.

Note: This is what happens when a nation fights to the death of all.

WAMPUM #86

A SYMBOLIC RELATIONSHIP ESTABLISHED

Whenever a foreign nation is conquered and the survivors are brought into the territory of the League of Five Nations and placed under the Great Peace, the two shall be known as the Conqueror and the Conquered. A symbolic relationship shall be devised and be placed in some symbolic position. The conquered nation shall have no voice in the councils of the League in the body of chiefs.
KAYONI #87

ENHONTEHRIWASERONNI TSI SKENNEN ENSEHWATON

Nennen ne ontehriyosentaneh tahnon wahontkwenih ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, tentonwathiyon ne skennen ne wahonwathisenni nennen Ahsarekowa akwekon ensakokwa ne rahonawen yontahriyostakwasonha. Nennen enhathiwa enhontehehriwaseronni tsi skennen ensehwaton, toneh onen enkoyantaneh ne ahterosera.

KAYONI #88

ENHATERIWAYENA NE SKENNENKOWA NE TIHONONWENTSATEH TOKANI TENTONWANANONTONSEH

Nennen enhonwatiwaheraseh ne Skennenkowa, ahatiriwayehna ne tihononwentsateh, skatneh tsi enhatsitenhayen. Kariwakarishontsera enwatston tsi tenhonwatiwikonrakenni ne tihononwentsateh tahnon enhonwatiirehtsaron ne ahatiyehna ne Skennenkowa. Tohka ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh yatahatikweni ne entowatiehrentakwe, sehkon ensonthehienton, tohkan tohnka sehkon yatatasakotikonrakenni, ensontehienton ahsenhaton, tonihyoreh yatenkariwatane ne skehnasonha tsi ahonwatiwirwanontoseh. Ne ahsenhaton ensatitenhayen, Ahsarekowa ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh enhonwiwanontoseh ne ronwakowanen ne tihononwentsateh ahsen nienkayenthe ne aharirwayehna ne Skennenkowa. Tohka tohnienkayenteh enharirwason ne tihononwentsateh ronwakowanen, onen katni ne Ahsarekowa enhatkaweh ne karaken nikarokwasoten onekorha, ohwentsakeh yenkayantaneh tahnon yohsnoreh ohenton yatentanitsenkwakwe tahnon tenhononwarikeheh tsi enrenheyeh ne tihononwentsateh ronwakowanen. Oksak enhhonnenhatsteh ne enyontehriyo tahnon ne Ahsarekowa tahnon ne rahofoke henhontatehweyentaneh. Yenhontahsontehren tsi enhontehehriyo tsiniyoreh enhontkwenih ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh.

KAYONI #89

TEHNIYASEH NE RONTEHRIYOS ENHONNE NE ROYANEH NE RARIWENHAWI NE SKENNEN

Nennen ne Rotiyanerson ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh enhatiriwaren ne tahontatken ne tihononwentsateh, ne ahotiriwayentatieh ne ahontahatiriwayehna ne Skennenkowa, kahnunrowanen ne rontehehriyos enhontaseheh tsinon yatatahonwatiwikanenso ne tihononwentsateh. Tehniyahseh ne rontehehriyos enhonnen ne Royaneh ne rariwenhawi ne Skennen, tahnon kih yatehriyos ehso tsi tehotinikonra. Tohka sihken ne Royaneh entonwatiatonti, oksak ensniriyayenna etinon tonnes kanenrowanen rontehehriyos yensniriwaweron tsi watonachiehronnionseh yorihowanen ne tohnhahiyeheh ne tihononwentsatsheh.
WAMPUM #87

TERMS OF PEACE

When the war of the Five Nations on a foreign rebellious nation is ended, peace shall be restored to that nation by a withdrawal of all their weapons of war by the War Chief of the Five Nations. When all the terms of peace shall have been agreed upon, a state of friendship shall be established.

Note: After the war, the enemies shall become friends.

WAMPUM #88

THE GREAT PEACE URGED ON FOREIGN NATIONS
BY PERSUASION OR BY FORCE

When the proposition to establish the Great Peace is made to a foreign nation, it shall be done in mutual council. The foreign nation is to be persuaded by reason and urged to come into the Great Peace. If the Five Nations fail to get the consent of the nation at the first council, a second council shall be held and upon a second failure, a third council shall be held and this third council shall end the peaceful methods of persuasion. At the third council, the War Chief of the Five Nations shall address the chief of the foreign nation and request him three times to accept the Great Peace. If refusal steadfastly follows, the War Chief shall let the bunch of white lake shells drop from his outstretched hand to the ground and shall bound quickly forward and club the offending chief to death. War shall thereby be declared and the War Chief shall have his warriors to back any emergency. War must continue until the contest is won by the Five Nations.

WAMPUM #89

A PEACE CHIEF ON DIPLOMATIC MISSION ACCOMPANIED BY WARRIORS

When the chiefs of the Five Nations propose to meet in conference with a foreign nation with proposals for an acceptance of the Great Peace, a large band of Warriors shall conceal themselves in a secure place safe from the espionage of the foreign nation, but as near at hand as possible. Two warriors shall accompany the Union Chief who carries the proposals, and these warriors shall be especially cunning. Should the chief be attacked, these warriors shall hasten back to the army of warriors with the news of the calamity which fell through the treachery of the foreign nation.
KAYONI #90

EN SATATEHRHIONTAKO NE ROYANER TOKA ENHATERIYOSERA

Nennen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tsi rotitsenhayen enhonnohetsteh ne enyontehriyo, thikawenhiyo onka ne Royaner enhatankaryake ne ahatehriyosera, enhatkaweh ne Rahsenna tsi Royaner, ronwahtrihonteh ne konnonkwe. Enskotiyehna ne Kahsenna, tahnon enwahton onkatiok ahkora entonwayon tsiniyoreh enwateriyosehrentaneh, nennen ne Royaner rotehriyoseron tohka sehronneh, enwahton yensatasonteren tsi Royaner tahnon ensatien tsi katsenhayen.

KAYONI #91

KAYONNI AHTIATAHNA NE KAHONTSI NIKATSINETAROTEN NE ENKAYENTERESTAKWEN NE WISK NIHATI AHSAREKOWATSON

Ahtiatatna kahontsi niyot ne onekorha ne enwatenientenstakwen ne rahotisatstensera ne wisk nihati Ahsarekowatson ne yatahonnekwe ne yontehriyostakwa tahnon skatneh ne ronnonkwe enhonskehna tsi ratinakereh. Ne enhatinatonkwe Wahontehriyo tsi Entatineh ne rahononwentsa.

KAYONI #92

TOKA SATEKANAKARASERIHEN TOKANI AKWEKON ENHATIRYO NE SKENNENKOWA TAHNON TENHATIRITEH NE KAYANERENSERASONA, AHSAREKOWA TAHNON NE RAHOTIOKWA ENSAKONATEKWATE NE ONKWEHONWEKE

Tohka skanakerasera, kahorn ne skanakerasera, tohkan ihsihnon ne skanakerasera ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh enhontehnienten ne tahatihriteh ne Skennenkowa, yatatehsatiriwasnieh tohkani tahatiyokons ne ahoyanerenserashonha tahnon wahontehnikonihsi ne ahonsahatirihsi ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, ne kati kihhen kanakerasera tokahni toka nihkanakeraserakeh netonihotinikonroten, sakonateninnihons enhontehmatonkwe tahnon sakotihson ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tahnon ne Skennenkowa.

Tohnheh kati enhonatehriwayenhaseh ne Rotiyaner ne wahanatatehreh, tatihnes ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, ensakotihretaron ne wahontonkwetaksateh. Enska yenkayenteh enhonwathihori, tahnon toka tehyothonwentsothon ne tahkehnihaton ahonsahonwatiyoroni toneh onen ne Ahsarekowa tahnon ne rahofitokwa ensakonatori ne wahononkwetakensneh, ehen enhonnehteh tisnon nihatinakereh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh.
WAMPUM #90

A PEACE CHIEF MUST RENOUNCE HIS TITLE TO GO TO WAR

When the Five Nations Council declares war, any chief of the League may enlist with the warriors by temporarily renouncing his sacred chieftainship title which he holds through the nomination of his women relatives. The title then reverts to them and they may bestow it upon another temporarily until the war is over, when the chief, if living, may resume his title and seat in the council.

Note: The Royaner turned warrior cannot exert any authority in the field of action and must take orders from the War Chief like any other warrior.

WAMPUM #91

A WAMPUM BELT OF BLACK BEADS IS THE EMBLEM OF THE FIVE WAR CHIEFS

A certain wampum belt of black beads shall be the emblem of the authority of the five War Chiefs to take up the weapons of war and with their men to resist invasion. This shall be called a War in the Defense of the Territory.

WAMPUM #92

IF A PART OF A NATION, A WHOLE NATION OR MORE THAN A NATION ENDEAVOR TO DESTROY THE GREAT PEACE BY VIOLATING THE LAWS, THEY SHALL BE DRIVEN FROM THE TERRITORY BY THE WAR CHIEF AND HIS MEN (WARRIOR SOCIETY)

If a nation, part of a nation, or more than one nation within the Five Nations should in any way endeavor to destroy the Great Peace by neglect or violating its laws and resolve to dissolve the League, such a nation or nations shall be deemed guilty of treason and called enemies of the League and the Great Peace.

It shall then be the duty of the chiefs of the League who remain faithful to resolve to warn the offending people. They shall be warned once and if a second warning is necessary, they shall be driven from the territory of the League by the War Chief and his men.
ONKWESONHA AKOSATSTENSERA

KAYONI #93

NENNEN NE ONKWE ENTSIONNONTON

Kateh ne ehso tsi yorihowanen tahnon ehso tsi tehyonikonrahrat nahoten wahotiriwahraneh ne katsenhowanen tahnon akwekon tenhotiyatonko ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, yohtehron ne tahnonakwasehronkwateh akwekon, tohneh ne Rotiyane ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, tonokwati nienhatihawe tisinokwati onkwesohana tenyeyatorehtehe tahnon tsinitsi enyakohetsteh ne Onkwesomha tokinitsi entonnohetsteh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh Katsenhowanen. Ne enkariwanihrateh ne akowenna ne Onkwesohana.

________________________________________

KAYONI #94

NENNEN NE RONNONKWE TSI NIKON KENTARAYEN ENHATSITSENHAYEN TEHEN NAHOTEN ENHONNOHETSTEH, ONENTSII ENHATIKAHENYON NE KATSENHOWANEN

Tsinikon Kentarayen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh akwekon nihotiyen ne ahatitsenhayen tiotkon ahyotekakeh, yotatehweyenentahe ne ahatitsenhayen ne Kentara. Nennen watawatonwentsoweh ne onkwesohana ahkotsennionnia ne akatsenhayentakeh, ne enwahtroytah nahoten ahyakoyatakehna ne Kentara, tohne kati ne ronnonkwe enhatitsenhayen. Toh nihyorihowanen ne ronhonkwe enhatsitsenhayen tsiinyot ne konnonkwe enkotitsenhayen.

________________________________________

KAYONI #95

NE KONNONKWE ENKOTITSENHAYEN NE AKWEKON TSI NIHKON KENTARAYEN TONIHYOSATSTENSERA TSI NIYOT NE RONNONKWE ENHATITSENHAYEN

Ne konnonkwe tsinihkon Kentarayen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh enyotitarayentakeh tiotkon yotekha, yotatehweyenentahe ne akotitsenhayen ne Kentara. Nennen enkonnehre tehotesonwentsohone ne akotisennionia ne onkwesohana enkotitsenhayen tahnon nahoten yahtenyhotiriwayentahsheh tohnon nahoten enkontetsaron Ahsarekoweh ehnienmahawe tsi totititsenhayen ne Rotiyane ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tahnon entatikahenyon.
RIGHTS OF THE PEOPLE

WAMPUM #93

THE REFERENDUM
THE PEOPLE DECIDE ON THE MOST IMPORTANT MATTERS

Whenever an especially important matter or a great emergency is presented before League Council and the nature of the matter effects the entire body of Five Nations, threatening their utter ruin, then the chiefs of the League must submit the matter to the decision of their people and the decision of the people shall affect the decision of the League Council. This decision shall be a confirmation of the voice of the people.

Note: When the referendum (decision by the people) was first practiced.

WAMPUM #94

THE MEN OF EVERY CLAN SHALL HOLD A COUNCIL OF THE CLAN AND THEIR DECISION SHALL BE CONSIDERED BY THE COUNCIL OF CHIEFS

The men of every Clan of the Five Nations shall have a Council Fire ever burning in readiness for a Council of the clan. When it seems necessary for the interest of the people, for a council to be held to discuss the welfare of the Clan, then the men may gather about the fire. This Council shall have the same rights as the Council of Women.

WAMPUM #95

THE COUNCIL FIRES OF THE WOMEN OF EVERY CLAN HAVE THE SAME RIGHTS AS THE COUNCILS OF THE MEN

The women of every Clan of the Five Nations shall have a Council Fire ever burning in readiness for a council of the Clan. When in their opinion it seems necessary for the interest of the people, they shall hold a council, and their decision and recommendation shall be introduced before the Council of Chiefs by the War Chief for its consideration.
GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #96

TSINIKON KENTARAYEN NE WISK NIHONWENTSAKE ENWATON YATENHTONSESTEH SKATNEH ENHATITSENHAYEN

Akwekon tsinikentarakeh ne skanakerasera tokahnì akwekon ne Wisk Nihonwentsakeh enwahton ne yatenhtoniesteh katsenhowanen enwahton, tokahnì yensakonatori ne ensakonatatiaseh ne skatsenhatshon ne enhonkennisa tsonin enska henhonnonni katsenhowanen, ne enhontroyateh akotsenonnia ne onkwesonha. Rotyiyanenereseryaen ne onkwesoha ne ahsakoterihontonnen tahnàn ahontasakothiyon akora rahotinakatakheh tahatataneh tsi katsenhayen. Nennin tioknakoten enhonnonetsteh Aksarekowa yenhahawe tsi totisenhayen ne rahotinakerasera, tokahnì akwekon ne Ahsarekowatshon tonienhatihaweheh akwekon nahoten ronohetsanion ne tsonin kentarayen ne Wisk Nihonwentsakeh tsonin Katsenhowanen tonatkennishon ne Rotyiyanerson.

KAYONI #97

NE ORIWAKAYON SKANAKERASERATSON TSI RATITSENHAYENSKWE YENWATASONTEHREN

Ohenton tsiniyoreh yatatiyesteh ne kanakerasersonha, akwekon rotiyentakwe ne ahatitsenhayen. Ratitsenhayenskwe ohenton tsiniyoreh sakayentaneh ne Skennenkowa. Kihken Wisk Nikatsenhakeh yenkontasontehren tsi yoteka tahnàn yatahonswa. Tiotkon ne Rotyiyaner tohnùn enhonhohetstakeh ne rahoiriwasonsna ne kanakerasera tahnàn ne enhatisereh ne ahoyanersersersonha ne Wisk Nihonwentsakeh tahnàn ne Skennenkowa.

KAYONI #98

TSINIHOTIYANERESEHROTEN NE TIHONONKWE TAHNON NE KONNONKWE

Toka ne ronyonwatenhà tokahnì konyonwertenha enyatkota tioknathoten yatetakayelri tsiniyis totshi yotéhriwatention ne Skennenkowa tahnàn ne gayanerenserasonha tokahnì tsiniyis yotéhriwatention ne Katsenhowen, tokahnì tsiniyis wohonwasennenwahatne ne Royaner wahaton, Ahsarekowa entonwayon ensakotatiaseh ne akakwatakweh kahnàn watatinhoskenneh tahnàn ahonsahathisereh tsiniyorirotênh ne Skennenkowa ahoyanerersera.

KAYONI #99

NE YONTERIWATENTIATAKWA TAHAHON NE TEHONTEHNONWEHRATONS YENWATASONTERREN

Ne yotéhriwatentiatakwa tahnàn ne tehontehnonwehratons yanwatasonterakeh tahnàn yatatakowananikonharen, yontihsotokonkenha tonwanawih nehtsi yoyanereh tahnàn tehyotonwentonsohoh ne akotsenonnia nonkwesonha.

OHONTSA FILMS
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WAMPUM #96

ALL THE CLAN COUNCIL FIRES OF A NATION OR OF THE FIVE NATIONS
MAY UNITE INTO ONE GENERAL COUNCIL FIRE

All the Clan Council Fires of a Nation or of the Five Nations may unite into one general Council Fire, or delegates from all the Council Fires may be appointed to unite in a general Council for discussing the interest of the people. The people shall have the right to make appointments and to delegate their power to others of their number. When their council shall have come to a conclusion on any matter, their decision shall be reported to the Council of the Nation of the League Council (as the case may require) by the War Chief or the War Chiefs.

Note: The League Council is also known as the Grand Council. When the people in general of the Iroquois Confederacy hold a general council, the Grand Council has to go along with their decision as the Confederacy is a people’s government.

WAMPUM #97

ORIGINAL NATIONAL COUNCIL FIRES SHALL CONTINUE

Before the real people united their nations, each nation had its own Council Fires. Before the Great Peace, their councils were held. The Five Council Fires shall continue to burn as before and they are not quenched. The chiefs of each Nation in the future shall settle their national affairs at the Council governed always by the laws and rules of the Council of the League and the Great Peace.

WAMPUM #98

RIGHTS OF THE ORDINARY MAN AND WOMAN

If either a nephew or a niece see an irregularity in the performance of the functions of the Great Peace and its laws, in the League Council or in the Conferring of Chief titles in an improper way, through their War Chief, they may demand that such actions become subject to correction, and that the matter conform to the ways of presented by the law of the Great Peace.

Note: The "nephew" and "niece" means ordinary men and women who are not Rotiyaner or Clan Mothers, showing that every one has the right to correct any wrong being done. The Great Peace and the Great Law seem to be interchangeable. Each is a product of the other.

WAMPUM #99

THE CEREMONIES TO CONTINUE

The rites and festivals of each nation shall remain undisturbed and continue as before, because they were given by the people of old times as useful and necessary for the good of men.

Note: This law says not to disturb the rites and festivals, that is, not to change it or add to it, such as a new religion, etc.
KAYONI #100

SATEHYOSERIHEN TEHONTEWERRATON

Akwekon ne Rotiyaner ronateriwayenni ne ahontkeniihsa nennen akta ihwe ne Satehyoserihen Tehontehnonwerratonstahnon ahsakotirori ne onkwesonha tsi onen ahre yotatieh ne tayontechnonwerraton. Enhatitsenhayen tahnon enhatikwatakwenhaton tahnon entontasawen wisk nihwenniserakheh enyotohetston ne ahsheh tsi wenntareh ne ahsontenka. Toh yenyontoukwerorokeh tsinon nikariwataton tahnon ne ronyonwahtenha ensakorori ne onkwesonha kahnikahawah tahnon kahnon. Tsinentowatasawen tahnon tsinyoreh yenwatehwayenentahneh, Rotiyaner enhonteheriwanatiateh tahnon kennekehkonon ensakonatatih ne onkwesonha.

--------------------

KAYONI #101

KAHNKAYEN NE TEHONTEHOHEWHRATONS

Ronateriwayenni ne ronwatirihohteh ne ronteriwiasterista nennen tehontehnonwerratons, ne akwekon akariwayerihneh nahoten teytohtonwentsohon.

Ne ratiyenteres kanikayen tehontehonwehratons nekati ne Satehyoserihen Eehontenonwehratons, Karontokonneh, Kenniyohentesha, Skanenkwentaranon, Enhatihnenstayento, Onensteh Ensakotiyonhareh, Okaserota, Yotehnenstison tahnon Kayentokwen. Akwekon tsinikanakeraserakeh tehontehnonwehraton tsinon nihotinonsoteh Kanonsesne.

--------------------

KAYONI #102

NENNEH NE OKASEROTA TENHONTEMNONWERRATON

Nennen ne Okaserota tehontehnonweraton, ne ronwatirihonteh, tahtetsaron ronnkonkwe tahnnon konnonkwe, enhontennikonraren tahnnon entkayerikeh tsinitsi enhonteheriwanatiateh.
HARVEST FESTIVAL

KAYENTOKWEN TEHONTENONWEHRATONS
WAMPUM #100

THE MID-WINTER THANKSGIVING FESTIVAL

It shall be the duty of the chiefs of each brotherhood to confer at the approach of the time of the Midwinter Thanksgiving and to notify the people of the approaching festival. They shall hold a council over the matter, arrange its details and begin the Thanksgiving five days after the moon of Tiskonah is new. The people shall assemble at the appointed place and the nephews shall notify the people of the time and place. From the beginning to the end, the chiefs shall preside over the Thanksgiving and address the people from time to time.

Note: The Midwinter Festival begins five days after the new moon following the Winter Solstice. The "Nephews" are runners who go to inform the people of the time of the Festival.

-------

WAMPUM #101

LIST OF THANKSGIVING FESTIVALS

It shall be the duty of the appointed managers of the Thanksgiving Festivals to do all that is needful for carrying out the duties of the occasions.

The recognized festivals of Thanksgiving shall be the Midwinter Thanksgiving, the Maple or Sugarmaking Thanksgiving, the Raspberry Thanksgiving, the Strawberry Thanksgiving, the Little Festival of Green Corn, the Great Festival of Ripe Corn and the Complete Thanksgiving for the Harvest. Each nation's festivals shall be held in their Longhouses.

-------

WAMPUM #102

FESTIVAL OF THE GREEN CORN

When the Thanksgiving for the Green Corn comes, the special managers, both men and women, shall give it special attention and do their duties properly.
KAYONI #103

KAYENTOKWEN TENHONTEHNONWERATON

Nennen ne Kayentokwen tenhontenonweraton, sahtenhatiyereh ne Rotiya ner tsi enhoneri watentiateh tsi niyot ne Satehyoseriheh tenhontehnonwehretn.

KAYONI #104

NE TORIWAYERI

Nennen katke onka enweneneh tsi toriwayeri tahn ne eho ro teryentereh ne tkariwayeri, enhonwayenterenhe ne Rotiya tsi Sakorirhonnieni ne Skennen tahn Kariwiyoh tahn ne onkwesonha enhonwatahonsatateh.

KARENNA NE TENHONWANAKARAREN

KAYONI #105

ATOTARHO ENHATEHERRENOTON NE TENHONWANAKARAREN

Ne Karene enhontsteh nennen wahtonwanakararen ne Royaner wahaton, Atotarho enhatehrennoten:

Haii, haii Akwa wiio  Yoyanereh niha
Haii, haii Akonhewatha  Tsi akonhonwahta
Haii, haii Skaweisesekowa  Tehkaweyeskowa
Haii, haii Yonkwawi  Yonkwawi
Haii, haii Ikonhewatha  Yaconhonwahta

KAYONI #106

NE AHATEWEYENSTEH NE SKENNEN KARENNA

Nennen onka tionkwetayeri raskaneks ne ahateweyensteh ne Skennen Karene, roriwayen ne tonayawenneh, onenksi enhakwari tohenhontsiy ne ronwarionhonnienireh, skatne tenhonontseh tahn enhonterennoten. Ne aririongh enhakwari ne tose akteraswaksentsera tahotikwateh tsi wahonterennoten ne Skennen Karene tahn yahonka tatehonwanakarahereh.
KANONSA ENTIONEH

KAYONI #107

KANONSA ENTIONEH

Enwatehnientenstakwen akwekon tsiniyakon ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh enhatiyenterestakwe ne ranonsakweniyo tsi yatehentehron. Kanakareh wakarenreh tsi enkahniotaken, ne enyakorori ne onkwesonha. Akwekon nonkwe yatehakorireyaken ne yawontaweyateh ne kanonskon, yatotehatiteron, nennen enhontkato ne watehniententserofah, yatiahontaweyateh ne tiokhehne tokahnhi ahsontenneh, tosa akta niahonne tsiniyoreh ahontonsekeh.

SAKOTIYATATAHANEH

KAYONI #108

NENNEN RONWAYATATAHNE NE ROYANER

Nennen ronwayatatahanhne ne Royaner, ne kati enkawennohetston:


"Tosa serihon ne saraschetsen aynosayotatsel tahnnon ohni ne sewatengaresonha tahnnon ne tehsewariwayenawakonneh teyonsanihonharen. Tosa kariwa sonniat kih nahotenson.

"Oten kati, ne nonwa kih ken ihshewes, tsisehwanonkwe kihken ronkwekenha tahnnon ne rontenrosonha tahnnon ne tehatoriwayehnaskwe, sehwaqato ishe ohni tohnisewahahoten. Tahonnennhe, ih ohni toh enyenqhiterhon. Ne kahi ahohehriwa, sewatatichwnawakonhak tsi nienhensehweh. Tsiniti tehsewatawenrieh tahnnon tehsewataronnions tosa wateriwatentih ne yatehen tehoyiriontkehe. Tosa sewaterekowa sehwaqatih tokahni tahishehwarwewenawhihantion. Sewahtennikonren tosa kariwakwen sowatroyat tahnnon tsiniti ahyesewatoryanyehehron. Tsosiera nikiwes tosa sewahterekowa sewatswatanion, toka yatayeshewakweni ne tonikiwes, ohyeri kih nihwenniserakeh nikiwes ahyesewakahenyon tahnnon ahyesewakwehniesteh."

OHONTSA FILMS
WAMPUM #103

RIPE CORN THANKSGIVING OR HARVEST FESTIVAL

When the Ripe Corn Thanksgiving is celebrated, the chiefs of the Nation must give it the same attention as they give to the Midwinter Thanksgiving.

---------------------

WAMPUM #104

ABOUT A GOOD MAN

Whenever any man proves himself by his good life and his knowledge of good things, he shall be recognized by the chiefs as a Teacher of Peace and Kariwiyo and the people shall hear him.

---------------------

INSTALLATION SONG

WAMPUM #105

INSTALLATION SONG BY ATOTARHO

The song used in installing a new chief of the League shall be sung by Atotarho and it shall be:

   It is good indeed
   That a broom,
   A great wing
   Is given me
   For a sweeping instrument

---------------------

WAMPUM #106

TO LEARN THE SONG OF PEACE

Whenever a person entitled properly desires to learn the Song of Peace, he is privileged to do so, but he must prepare a feast at which his teachers may sit with him and sing. The feast is provided that no misfortune may befall them for singing the song when no Chief is installed.
ADOWI
HEALING MASK
PROTECTION OF THE HOUSE

WAMPUM #107

PROTECTION OF THE HOUSE

A certain sign shall be known to all the people of the Five Nations which shall denote that the owner or occupant of a house is absent. A stick or pole in a slanting or leaning position shall indicate this and be the sign. Every person not entitled to enter the house by right of living within, upon seeing such a sign shall not enter the house by day or night, but shall keep as far away as his business will permit.

FUNERALS

WAMPUM #108

OF A CHIEF

At the funeral of a chief of the League, these words are said:

"Now we become reconciled as you start away. You were once a Chief of the League of Five Nations, and the united people trusted you. Now we release you, for it is true that it is no longer possible for us to walk about together on the earth. Now, therefore, we lay it (the body) here. Here we lay it away. Now then we say to you, persevere onward to the place where the Creator dwells in peace. Let not the things of the earth hinder you. Let nothing that transpired while you lived hinder you. In hunting, you once delighted; in the game of lacrosse, you once took delight, and in the feast and pleasant occasions, your mind was amused, but now do not allow thoughts of these things to give you trouble.

"Let not your relatives hinder you and also let not your friends and associates trouble your mind. Regard none of these things.

"Now then, in turn, you here present who are related to the man, and you who were his friends and associates, behold the path that is yours also! Soon we ourselves will be left in that place. For this reason, hold yourselves in restraint as you go from place to place. In your actions and in your conversation do no idle thing. Speak no idle talk, neither gossip. Be careful of this and speak not and do not give away to evil behavior. One year is the time that you must abstain from unseeming levity, but if you cannot do this for ceremony, ten days is the time to regard these things for respect."

Note: The Handsome Lake religion wanted to impose the one year period of mourning but according to the Great Law, a new Chief must be raised ten days after the death of a Royaner when the Condolence Ceremony is performed and a new Royaner is raised and the ten days of mourning is lifted according to the Great Law.

There is a small condolence within three days of the death of a chief, which is temporary until a full condolence is held with a candidate selected by the clan.
KAYONI #109

ENNEN RONWAYATAHANE NE AHSAREKOWA

Nennen ronwayatahaneh ne Ahsarekowa, ensihiro:

"Onen wahakwatehnikonrihsa tsi yatesatehkahakwe. Ahsarekowa kenneh ne Wisk Nihonorwentsakeh tahnon ne yatethoniatieston onkwesonha yonsariwakwenienstakeh tsi sehnikonrarakwe tosa tahonwanaskwaronkwateh." (Nahoten yotatenron ne sakawenna tsiniyot nennen Royaner wahunwayatat.)

KAYONI #110

ENNEN ENHONWAYATA NE RATEHRIYOS

Nenneh enhonwayata ne ratehriyos, ensihiro:

"Onen wahakwatehnikonrihsa tsi yatesatekahakwe. Tehsneihakwe ne sawatihreh tahnon entehsneh tahnon satateweyenentahnonne ne ahsatehriyosera ahontasehneh ne Wisk Nihonorwentsakeh. Ne yatethoniatieston onkwesonha yonsariwakwenerienstakeh ..." (Tsinikon yotatenron ne sakawenna tsiniyot nennen Royaner enhonwayatat.)

KAYONI #111

ENNEN ENHONWAYATA NE KENNITOYENHA

Nennen enhonwayata ne kennisoyenha, ensihiro:

"Onen wahakwatehnikonrihsa tsi yatasatakakahakwe. Onwak tasatasawen tsinisatehihnseres soknaha tontayonsennonkeh tahnon onthakenheyeh ne otsitsa." (Tsinikon yotatenron ne sakawenna tsiniyot nennen Royaner enhonwayatat.)
WAMPUM #109

OF A WAR CHIEF

At the funeral of a War Chief, say:

"Now we become reconciled as you start away. Once you were a War Chief of the Five Nations League and the United People trusted you as their guard from the enemy." (The remainder is the same as the address at the funeral of a chief.)

__________________________

WAMPUM #110

OF A WARRIOR

At the funeral of a warrior, say:

"Now we become reconciled as you start away. Once you were a devoted provider and protector of your family and you were ready to take part in battles for the Five Nations. The United People trusted you,..." (The remainder is the same as the address at the funeral of a chief.)

__________________________

WAMPUM #111

OF A YOUNG MAN

At the funeral of a young man, say:

"Now we become reconciled as you start away. In the beginning of your career you are taken away and the flower of your life is withered away..." (The remainder is the same as the address at the funeral of a chief.)
KAYONI #112

NENNEN ENYONTATIATATA NE AHOYANER

Nennen enyontiatata ne Ahoyoaner, ensihron:


KAYONI #113

NENNEN ENYONTATIATATA NE ENKTIYAKONKWE

Nennen enyontiatata ne enktiyakonkwe, ensihron:

"Onen wahakwatenikonrihsa tsi yatesatelahakwe. Tonih satarakitekwe tsieneh ne ahseh tehoyeihtsanekeh kor onen nonwa ontakenheh. Kahlisaneh onen sawakwe tsieneheh kanistera ihken (tahnheh ohyason). Wasehatsiranokoneh tahnheh sariwahtokeneh. Ihseh sawenkenha ne ahyekwaren..." (Tsinikon yotenron ne sakawenenn tsieneh nennen Royaner enhwhatayata.)

KAYONI #114

NENNEN RAKSAHA TOHKANI YEKSABA ENSAKOTIYATATA

Nennen raksaheh tohkani yeksahen ensakotihayata, ensihron:

"Onen wahakwatehnikonrihsa tsi yatesatelahakwe. Satehoye ne onwak wakatsihtsonen tahnheh ne onkwehnahnehson tohkarah nihwenniserakheh wakontsennonni. Onen ne otsihhsa ontakenheheh... (tahnheh ohyason). Tosa serihon tehnheh niyawahen tsiyonwentsateh sayotats..." (Tsinikon yotenron ne sakawenenn tsieneh nennen Royaner enhwhatayata.)
WAMPUM #112

OF A CLAN MOTHER

At the funeral of a Chief Woman, say:

"Now we become reconciled as you start away. You were once a Chief Woman in the League of Five Nations. You once were a Mother of the Nations. Now we release you for it is true that it is no longer possible for us to walk about together on the earth. Now, therefore, we lay it (the body) here. Here we lay it away. Now we say to you, persevere onward to the place where the Creator dwells in peace. Let not the things of the earth hinder you. Looking after your family was a sacred duty, and you were faithful. You were one of the joint heirs of the chieftainship titles. Feastings were yours and you had pleasant occasions..." (The remainder is the same as the address at the funeral of a chief.)

WAMPUM #113

OF A WOMAN

At the funeral of a woman of the people, say:

"Now we become reconciled as you start away. You were once a women in the flower of life and the bloom is now withered away. You once held a sacred position as mother of the Nation (etc.). Looking after your family was a sacred duty and you were faithful. Feastings were yours and you had pleasant occasions..." (The remainder is the same as the funeral of a chief.)

WAMPUM #114

OF AN INFANT OR A YOUNG WOMAN

At the funeral of an infant or young woman, say:

"Now we become reconciled as you start away. You were a tender bud and gladdened our hearts for only a few days. Now the bloom has withered away...(etc.). Let none of these things that transpired on earth hinder you. Let nothing that happened while you lived hinder you." (The remainder is the same as at the funeral of a chief.)
KAYONI #115

NENNEN OHWIRAHA ENYAYIHEYEH OHENTON NE AHSEN NIHWENNISERKEH

Nennen ohwihraha enyayiheyeh ohenton ne ahsen nhwenniserakeh, wiskok nhwenniserakeh enhontsonnionkwe. Tohnhe onen enseksatarorokeh, rahtiksakonha tahnnon kotiksakonha, tsitkanonsoteh ne ronatsonnionkwen tahnnon nennen enhatikwaren, toneh ne Sakotatis ensakotaraseh ne ratiksakonha tahnnon ensakoretsaron ne ahonsahontsennonni ahrahatien tsi kenheyon takakokarateh. Toneh onen ne ratiksakonha tensotiswatehten ne orakontsera.

KAYONI #116

NENNEN NE AHWENHEYONDA YENHATHIHEWEH TSI YOKENRAKARONTEH

Nennen ne ahwenheyonda yenhatiheweh tsi yokenrakaronteh, Sakotatis ne ihnsh nakatsenhati, ensakoretsaron ne kawatsireh nonatsonnionkwen ahonsahontateknikonraketsko tahnnon ahonsahontehkateh tsi rontekatakwa, ahonsahatikwatako ne rahotinonskonson tahnnon onen tentosswatehneh tisinon tehtokaraskwe. Enhenron, ne watstahontsi ontkaratehniateth tahnnon katiokniiahaneh, tahnnon ne tehyoronyateh sayokentaneh. Toneh onen katih skennen ensonton orakontserakeh.

KAYONI #117

TSINAHOTEN ENHENRON TSIYOKENRAKWARONTEH TAHNON NENNEN OHYERI NIHWENNIHSERAKE OHYOTOHETSTON

Ahsen nikaseriyetakeh ne onekorha sewasha niyensons ne enratsteh ne Sakotatis nennen yontatatahaneh ne yakahonheyon. Enhenron:

"Sewatahonsiyoist ne ken ihsewes, kihken ohyeronta enkarhoron. Sasewatatiarorok konnon tsiinyoreh ne ohyeri nhwenniserakeh, tohnitsi rohson ne Sonkwayathison tsi enwatiaken tsi yakotssonjionkwen nennen ohyeri nhwenniserakeh enwatohetsteh. Toneh onen enkahkwarekeh."  

Nennen enwatohetsteh ne ohyeri nhwenniserakeh, ne Sakotatis enhenron: "Sewatasonteron tsi sewatahonsateh ne kento ihsewes. Onen ontotstetsteh ne ohyeri nhwenniserakeh ahyontsonnionkwe tahnnon onen onteh wah tsisewatateknikonraketskwen tsiinyothonneh ohenton ne sotsonkwetakenheyaseh. Ne rontatenonkwehokon wahonnereh stonha tahnneriwaferakwereh tsiinyate hahonwitiyhnawaseh tsi wahonwayatatata. Kahnonweratonsera. Ne kihken onka wahekonni tsiinyiariwes wenheyontahereh, ohenton nahontayen tahnnon ahheyehna nahoten tenyakiriwaferakwereh tahnnon ahonsayontiyatkweh..." (Tchnitsi enwateriwaentiaton tsiinyoreh akwekon ne wahontasniehnen wahonwatiwieraserkwaseh.)

Niweni kwahi
WAMPUM #115

WHEN AN INFANT DIES WITHIN THREE DAYS

When an infant dies within three days, mourning shall continue only five days. Then shall you gather the little boys and girls at the house of mourning and at the funeral feast, a speaker shall address the children and bid them to be happy once more, though by death, gloom has been cast over them, then shall the children be again in the sunshine.

WAMPUM #116

THE BURIAL RIGHTS

When a dead person is brought to the burial place, the speaker on the opposite side of the Council Fire shall bid the bereaved family to cheer up their minds once more and rekindle their fires in peace, to put their house in order and once again be in brightness for darkness has covered them. He shall say that the black clouds shall roll away and that the blue sky is visible once more. Therefore, they shall be at peace in the sunshine again.

WAMPUM #117

SPEAKING AT THE BURIAL AND AT THE TENTH DAY OF MOURNING

Three strings of shell one span in length shall be employed in addressing the assemblage at the burial of the dead. The speaker shall say:

"Hearken you who are here, this body is to be covered. Assemble in this place again in ten days hence, for it is the decree of the Creator that mourning shall cease when ten days have expired. Then a feast shall be made."

Then at the expiration of ten days, the Speaker shall say:

"Continue to listen you who are here. The ten days of mourning have expired and your mind must now be freed of sorrow as before the loss of your relative. The relatives have decided to make a little compensation to those who have assisted at the funeral. It is a mere expression of thanks. This is the one who did the cooking while the body was lying in the house. Let her come forward and receive this gift and be released from this task." (In substance, this will be repeated for everyone who assisted in any way until all have been remembered.)

So ends the words of the Great Law of Peace passed down by Degawanida